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Preface 
To study the geometry of a manifold with extrinsic geometric point of view, it is 
first embedded into a manifold whose geometry is already known and then study the 
geometry of the submanifold viz-a-viz the known embient manifold. This approach 
gave impetus to the study of submanifold which later developed into an independent 
and fascinating topic of study. The submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold 
presents an interesting geometric study as its almost complex structure transform a 
vector into a vector perpendicular to it. This in turn, gives rise to two types of subman-
ifolds, namely invariant and anti-invariant submanifold [50]. These are also known as 
holomorphic and totally real submanifolds respectively. These submanifolds were ex-
tensively studied by many differential geometers (cf. [21], [50], [51]) till A. Bejancu [4] 
in 1978 introduced the notion of Ci?-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold which gener-
alizes the holomorphic and totally real submanifolds. The study of these submanifolds 
not only plays an important role in many diverse areeis of differential geometry and 
relativity [22], [44] and [45] but also in mechanics [33]. the geometric point of view 
of the C/?-submanifold was taken up by a number of differential geometers hke B. Y. 
Chen, Sekigawa, A. Gray and A. Bejancu etc. A significant contribution is made by 
B. Y. Chen by giving some classification theorems, generalizing some classical results. 
The dissertation comprises of five chapters and each chapter is divided into various 
sections. The mathematical relation relations obtained in the text have been labeled 
with double decimal numbering. The first figure denotes the chapters numbers, sec-
ond represents the section and the third points out the number of definition, equation, 
proposition corollary or the theorem as the case may be e.g. Theorem 2.3.4 refers to 
the fourth theorem of article 3 in chapter 2. 
The chapter 1 is introductory and serves the purpose of developing the basic concepts 
keeping in view of the pre-requisites of the subsequent chapters and also to make the 
dissertation self contained. 
Chapter 2 deals with semi-invariant submanifolds of Sasakian manifolds. The no-
tion of semi-invariant submanifolds as an extension of the notion of C/?-submanifold 
of Kaehler manifold. A Bejancu and N. Papaghiuc [7] initiated the study of these 
submanifolds and worked out integrability conditions for the canonical distributions. 
Some of the geometric aspects of the leaves of these distributions are obtained by A. 
Bejancu [4] and Bejancu and Papaghiuc [7]. Some of the studies of these authors are 
presented in chapter 2. 
The study of warped product manifolds with extrinsic geometric point of view was ini-
tiated by B. Y. Chen [19], when he investigated Ci?-submanifolds as warped product 
submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold. I. Hasegawa and I. Mihai [25] studied existence 
of semi-invariant warped product submanifolds of a Sasakian manifolds. Their initial 
findings are discussed in the last section of chapter 2. 
S. Tanno [47] classified connected almost contact metric manifolds whose automor-
phism groups have the maximum dimension. One of the class of these manifolds is the 
warped product manifold LXfF where L is a line and F is a Kaehler manifold. Ken-
motsu [28] explored the geometry of these manifolds and worked out tensorial equations 
characterizing these manifolds, and therefore it is always interesting to study subman-
ifolds of Kenmotsu manifolds. Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of semi-invariant 
submanifolds of Kenmotsu manifolds. The results incorporated in this chapter are due 
to M. Kobayashi [31]. 
The question of existence of warped product submanifold assumed significance after 
the emergence of applications of warped product spaces. For instance warped prod-
uct manifolds provide excellent setting to model space time near black holes or bodies 
with large gravitational force. Chen [19] initiated the investigation of warped product 
manifolds in Kaehlerian spaces, Mihai and Hesegawa [25] explored semi-invariant sub-
manifolds of Sasakian manifolds as warped product manifolds. A larger class of warped 
submanifolds than the class of semi-invariant warped product submanifolds was ini-
tiated by V. A. Khan and K. A. Khan [27]. The existence of such warped product 
submanifolds of a Kenmotsu manifold as established and a mechanism of constructing 
non trivial geometric warped product submanifolds is obtained by Khan et. al [27]. 
This study is presented in chapter 4, 
Chapter 5 deals with the inequalities of the squared norm of the second fundamental 
form of the immersion of semi-invariant warped products (or contact C/?-warped prod-
ucts) into Sasakian and Kenmotsu manifolds as well as into Sasakian and Kenmotsu 
space forms. The equality cases are also considered. 
In the end of the dissertation, a reference has been given which by no means in 
comprehensive but mentions only the papers and books referred to in the main body 
of the dissertation. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this chapter is to introduce basic concepts, preliminary notions 
and some fundamental results that are required for the development of the 
subject in the present dissertation. In this chapter we have given a brief re-
sume of some of the results in the geometry of almost Hermitian and almost 
contact manifolds, some allied structures and the geometry of submanifolds 
of almost contact metric manifolds. Although most of these results are read-
ily available in review articles and some in standard books, e.g., Nomizu and 
Kobayashi [32], B.Y.Chen [16], Yano and Kon [55] etc., nevertheless we have 
collected them here to fix up our terminology and for ready references. 
1.1. Smooth Manifolds 
A differentiable manifold is, roughly speaking, a space which locally looks 
like some E" and on which we can talk of C'^-functions for 1 < A; < oo. 
Formally, we can define manifold as follows : 
Definition 1.1.1. Let M be a set. Assume that there exists a collection 
of subsets {Ua : a £ A} oi M with the following properties : 
{ii) There exists a bijective map (^ ^ from Ua onto an open subset (f)a{Ua) 
of E" for each a € A with n a non-negative integer. 
(iii) The following compatibility condition holds: 
There exists a non-negative integer k such that the map 
(Pa O (p^^ : MUa n Up) — ^ MUa H Up) 
is C", for all a,P e A, whenever Ua n Ujj is non-empty. 
The object (M, {{Ua, (pa) • a e A}) is called a C''-manifold. The collection 
{(^a, (pa) • a e A} is called a C^-atlas on M. The members of the atlas are 
called charts or co-ordinate charts. They are called co-ordinate charts since 
they give a system of local co-ordinates. An atlas is said to be smooth if it is 
a C'^-atlas for all k e N. k manifold equipped with a smooth atlas is called 
a differentiable or smooth manifold. The integer n is called dimension of M. 
Given a C'^-manifold we can define a natural topology on M : A subset U 
of M is open iff (f)a{U fl Ua) is open in (paiUa) for all a. We shall demand 
that the topology so induced is Hausdorff. 
Following are some examples of differentiable manifolds. 
Example 1.1.1. Let M be any non empty open set in some R". Then 
taking U = M and 0 to be identity (inclusion) map of U into R" we get 
C''-atlas for all k with 1 < A; < oo. Then M is an n-dimensional manifold. 
Example 1.1.2. The circle S^ = {{x,y) eR'^ : x^ + y^ = 1} is a differen-
tiable manifold of dimension 1. 
Example 1.1.3. The two dimensional torus T^ = 5^ x5Ms a 2-dimensional 
differentiable manifold. 
Example 1.1.4. The sphere 5^ = {ix,y, z) eM.^ : x^ + y^ + z^ = 1} is a 
2-dimensional differentiable manifold. 
Definition 1.1.2. Let M be a differentiable manifold with dimension 
n and p E M. We denote by T{p), the algebra of differentiable functions 
defined in a neighbourhood of p. Let 'y{t),{a < t < b) he a. curve passing 
through p with 7(to) = p. The vector tangent to the curve 7(f) at p is a 
mapping Xp : T{p) —y E defined by 
( l - l - l ) ^ p ( / ) = | ( / o 7 ) | t = t o 
The mapping Xp satisfies the following conditions : 
[i) Xp{af + bg) = aXpf + bXpg; 
(n) Xpif.g) = f{p).Xp{g)+gip).Xp{f), 
for all f,g e T{p). In general, a tangent vector on a manifold at a point p 
is characterized by the properties (z) and (u). The set of all tangent vectors 
at a point p 6 M, is a real vector space of dimension n, called tangent space 
and is denoted by Tp{M). 
Let {U, 4>) be a co-ordinate chart with a co-ordinate system (a;*) and p ^ U 
such that (j){p) = 0 (such a co-ordinate system exists). For any / G ^ (p), let 
where («*) are the natural co-ordinates on R". It is easy to check that -QT^ \p 
is a tangent vector at p. 
A vector field X on a manifold M, is a correspondence that associates to 
each point p G M a tangent vector Xp at p. Locally, we can express a vector 
field as 
on a neighbourhood with a local co-ordinate system (a;*), 1 < i < n where 
(^{x) are diflterentiable functions on M. Hence, a vector field can be regarded 
as a derivation on the algebra of smooth functions on M. The space of all 
smooth vector fields on a smooth manifold M forms a Lie-algebra with Lie-
product of vector fields X and Y, defined as 
(1-1.3) [X,Y]pf^Xp{Yf)-Yp{Xf). 
Definition 1.1.4. A distribution D of dimension r on a manifold M is an 
assignment to each point p of M, an r-dimensional subspace Dp of Tp{M). 
It is called diflferentiable if every point p has a neighbourhood U and r-
differentiable vector fields on [/, say Xi, X2,...., X^ which form a basis of Dq 
at every q € U. The set Xi^X^, ....,Xr is called a local basis of D in f/. A 
vector field X is said to belong to D if Xp € Dp for all p G M. D is called 
involutive if [X, Y] e D whenever two vector fields X,Y E D. 
A connected submanifold A'' of M is called integral manifold of the distri-
bution D if TpN — Dp for all p e N. If there is no other integral manifold 
of D which contains N, then N is called a maximal integral manifold of D. 
The classical theorem of Probenius can be formaluted as follows : 
Theorem 1.1.1. [32] Let D be an involutive distribution on a manifold M. 
Through every point p G M, there passes a unique maximal integral manifold 
N(p) of D. Any integral manifold through p is an open submanifold of N(p). 
1.2. Structures on a smooth Manifold 
To study the geometry of a smooth manifold, we initially need to have 
a Riemannian metric on it, i.e., a positive definite inner product on the 
tangent bundle TM of the Riemannian manifold M. To be more precise, by 
a Riemannian metric ^ on a manifold M, we mean a map: p —> gp, where 
gp is a positive definite inner product on Tp{M). We require this map to be 
smooth in the sense that the function 
P—^3ij{p)=9p{g^i\p,g- \p) 
is smooth for all z, j on any chart {U,p). This smoothness condition is same 
as requiring that for all vector fields X, Y on M, the map 
P—> 9p{Xp,yp) 
is smooth. On a paracompact manifold, there exists a Riemannian metric. 
A smooth manifold with a Riemannian metric is said to be a Riemannian 
manifold. The existence of a Riemannian connection is ensured by the fun-
damental theorem of Riemannian geometry which is stated as: 
Theorem 1.2.l[55] On every Riemannian manifold {M,g) there exist a 
unique connection V satisfying the following conditions : 
(i) The torsion T vanishes, i. e. 
T{X, Y) = VxY - VyX - [X, Y] = 0. 
(ii) g is parallel, i.e., 
(Vxp) = 0. 
The connection V is called Riemannian connection (or, Levi-Civita con-
nection). The Levi-Civita connection of a manifold M is characterized by 
Koszul formula 
2g{VxY, Z) = Xg{Y, Z) + Yg{Z, X) - Zg{X, Y) 
- g{X, [Y, Z]) + g{Y, [Z, X]) + g{Z, [X, Y]), 
for any vector fields X, Y, Z on M. 
The curvature tensor i? on a manifold M with connection V is defined by 
R{X,Y)Z = VxVyZ - VyVxZ - Vjx.yjZ. 
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We now define 
K{X,Y,Z,W)^g{R{X,Y)Z,W) 
which is a (0,4) tensor and is called the Riemannian curvature tensor. 
Let X and Y be two linearly independent vectors at a point p and 7 be 
the plane section spanned by X and Y. The sectional curvature ^(7) for 7 
is defined by 
u ) - i^(X, Y, X, Y) 
^^•'^•^> ''^^'- g{X,X)g{Y,Y)-giX,Yy 
It is easy to see that the A; (7) is uniquely determined by the plane section 
7 and is independent of the choice of X and y on it. 
If ^(7) is constant for all plane section 7 in the tangent space Tp{M) at p 
and for all points p E M, then M is called a space of constant curvature or 
simply real space form. 
The well known theorem of Schur is stated as : 
Theorem 1.2.2. Let M be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 2. 
If the sectional curvature k{'y) depends only on the point p, then M is a space 
of constant curvature. 
The curvature tensor K of a real space form of sectional curvature c is 
given by 
R{X, Y)Z = c{g{Z, Y)X - g{Z, X)Y} 
for any vector fields X, Y and Z tangent to the real space form. 
A Riemannian manifold of constant curvature is said to be elliptic, hy-
perbolic or fiat (or locally Euclidean) according as the sectional curvature is 
positive, negative or zero. 
Further refined information can be had by knowing additional structures 
on the manifold, for example almost complex, almost Hermitian, Kaehler, 
almost contact and Sasakian structures [32],[55]. In this section, we briefly 
discuss some of these structures. 
In what follows, we shall take a differentiable manifold M that is connected 
and paracompact, so that it can always be endowed with a Riemannian met-
ric g and a Riemannian connection V. 
Given a smooth real valued function / on a Riemannian manifold M en-
dowed with a Riemannian metric g and the Levi-Civita connection V, the 
gradient and Laplacian of / , denoted respectively as V / and A / , are defined 
by 
(1.2.2) g{Vf,U) = Uf, and 
(1.2.3) A / = 5 ] { e , ( e , / ) - ( V e , e , ) / } , 
i=i 
for each U G TM, where TM is the tangent bundle of M and {ci, 62,...., e„} 
is a local frame of orthonormal vector fields on M. 
An almost complex structure on a real differentiable manifold M is a tensor 
field J which is at every point p G M, an endomorphism of the tangent space 
Tp{M) i.e., Jp : TpM —> TpM such that J^ = -I where I denotes the 
identity transformation on Tp{M). A manifold with a fixed almost complex 
structure is called an almost complex manifold. On a paracompact almost 
complex manifold, there is always a Riemannian metric g consistent with the 
almost complex structure J satisfying 
(1.2.3) g{JX,JY)=g{X,Y) 
for all X, F e TM, by virtue of which g is called a Hermitian metric. An 
almost complex (resp. complex) manifold endowed with a Hermitian metric 
is called an almost Hermitian (resp. Hermitian) manifold. 
The fundamental 2-form O of an almost Hermitian manifold M with an 
almost complex structure J and Hermitian metric g is defined by 
(1.2.4) niX,Y)^g{JX,Y). 
since g is invariant by J, so is f2, i.e., 
(1.2.5) Q{JX,JY) = n{X,Y), 
for all vector fields X, Y in TM. 
The almost complex structure J is not, in general, parallel with respect to 
the Riemannian connection defined by the Hermitian metric g. In fact, we 
have the following formula 
(1.2.6) 25((Vx J ) r , Z) = 3dn{X, JY, JZ) - 3dn{X, Y, Z) 
+ g{N{y,Z),JX) 
for any vector fields X, Y, Z on M, where N denotes the Nijenhuis tensor of 
J defined by: 
(1.2.7) Nj{X,Y) = [JX,JY] - [X,Y] - J[X,JY] - J[JX,Y]. 
It is easy to verify that the Nijenhuis tensor of J satisfies 
(1.2.8) N{JX, Y) = N{X, JY) = -JN{X, Y) 
for all vector fields X,Y on M. The vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor TV of 
J is the necessary and sufficient condition for an almost complex manifold 
to be a complex manifold. 
If we extend the Riemannian connection V to be a derivative on the tensor 
algebra of M, then we have the following formula 
(1.2.9) iVxJ)Y = VxJY-JVxY. 
An almost complex structure exists only an even dimensional manifolds 
and vice-versa. An odd-dimensional analouge of the almost complex struc-
ture is almost contact structures. More precisely, 
let M be a manifold of dimension (2n + 1). An almost contact metric 
structure {(l),(,,r],g) on M consists of a tensor field 0 of type (1,1), a vector 
field ^ (known as a structure vector field), a l-form 77 and a metric tensor 
field g on M such that 
(1.2.10) ^ 2 ^ - / + ; ; ^ ^ , ;^ (^) = 1 
(1.2.11) g{rf>X,cl^Y) = g{X,Y) - v{XHY), 
for any vector field X,Y E TM. These conditions also imply that 
(1.2.12) m = 0, 770 0 = 0, ri{X)=g(X,0-
An almost contact metric structure is called a contact metric structure if 
drj = $ , 
where $ is the fundamental 2-form defined by 
(1-2.13) ^X,Y)=g{X,cPY). 
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In this case for any vector field X on M, we have 
Vx^ = 4>X- (PhX, 
where V is the Levi-Civita connection of g and h — ^L^(f). L^(p being the 
Lie-derivative of cf) with respect to ^. The operator h satisfies 
g{hX,Y)=^g{Y,hX), <^o^ = - / i o 0 . 
If ^ is a Killing vector field with respect to g, the contact metric structure is 
called a /^-contact structure. It is known that a contact metric manifold is 
JC-contact if and only if 
for any X G TM, where V denotes the Levi-Civita connection of M. The 
Nijenhuis tensor field of A'<^  of (p is defined by 
N^{X, Y) = [<PX, <PY] + cp'iX, Y] - ^[X, <PY] - <j)[<f>X, Y], 
for all X,Y E TM . The almost contact structure of M is said to be normal 
if 
N^ + 2dr]®^^ 0. 
If M is an almost contact metric manifold and the Nijenhuis tensor of (j) 
satisfies 
N^ + 2dr]®( = 0, 
then we say that M is a normal almost contact manifold. 
Definition 1.2.1. A normal contact metric manifold is called a Sasakian 
manifold. 
It is known that contact metric structure is Sasakian if and only if 
(1.2.14) (Vx0)y = g(X, Y)C - v{Y)X, 
for any X,Y € TM, where V is the Levi-Civita connection on M with respect 
to the Riemannian metric g. On a Sasakian manifold, we also have 
(1.2.15) Vxe = -<PX. 
Definition 1.2.2. A Sasakian manifold M is called a Sasakian space form if 
it has constant 0-sectional curvature c. We denote a Sasakian space form of 
constant (^sectional curvature c by M{c). The curvature tensor R of M(c) 
is given by 
R{X, Y)Z = ^-^{g{Y, Z)X - g{X^ Z)Y} - '-^{r,{Y)r,{Z)X 
- rj{XUZ)Y + g{Y, Z^X)^ - g{X, Z)n{Y)^ 
(1.2.16) - g{<PY, Z)(PX - gicf^X, Z)cl>Y + 2gi<pX, Y)4>Z, } 
for a n y X , y , Z e f M . 
Example 1.2.1. Let 5'2"+i be a (2n + l)-dimensionaI unit sphere, i.e., 
g2n+l ^^Z E C"+V \Z\ = I}. 
Let J be the usual almost complex structure on C "^"^ )^. Then an almost 
contact structure on 5^ "^+ )^ is defined as : 
For every z E 5^"+! and X E T,S^''+^ set ( = -Jz and (f>X the tangential 
part of JX. Further, let rj be the dual 1-form of ^ and g the standard metric 
on 5(2"+i). Then {(p,^,Vj9) is a contact metric structure on S*^ "^"*"^ '. 
Example 1.2.2. 5^""^^ We have seen that the usual contact structure 
induced on the unit sphere in C^ ""*"^ ^ has the metric of constant curvature 1 
as an associated metric. We denote this contact metric structure by {(p, ^ ry, g) 
and consider the deformed structure as : 
V* = av, C = -i, 4>* = (p, 
a 
g* = ag + a{a — l)r] <S) rj 
where cv is a positive constant. Such a deformation is called a D-homothetic 
deformation, since the metric restricted to the contact distribution D are 
homothetic. It was shown by Tanno [47], that 5^ "^"'"^ ^ with this structure is 
Sasakian space form with constant 0-sectional curvature c — - — 3. 
a 
In [47], S. Tanno classified connected almost contact metric manifolds 
whose automorphism groups posses the maximum dimension. For such a 
manifolds, the sectional curvature of a plane section containing ( is a con-
stant say c. He showed that they can be divided into three classes : 
(i) Homogenous normal contact Riemannian manifolds with c > 0. 
(a) Global Riemannian product of a line (or a circle) with a Kaehler man-
ifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature if c = 0 and 
(in) A warped product space i? x C" if c < 0. It is known that manifold 
of class (z) are characterized by some tensorial equation. It admits a 
Sasakian structure. 
The manifold of class (n) are characterized by a tensorial relation admitting 
a cosymplectic structure. Kenmotsu [28] characterized the differential geo-
metric properties of manifold of class {in). The structure so obtained is now 
known as Kenmotsu structure. In general, these structure are not Sasakian 
[28]. A manifold with a Kenmotsu structure is known as Kenmotsu manifold. 
Kenmotsu manifolds are characterized by the following tensorial equation 
[27]. 
(1.2.17) {\/x<l>)Y ^ -v{Y)4>X - g{X,<l>Y)^. 
Moreover, on a Kenmotsu manifold, we have 
(1.2.18) Vx^ = X-rjiX)(, 
for all X,Y e TM. 
This structure is closely related to the warped product of two Riemannian 
manifolds. Jansen and Vanhecke [26] called such manifolds Kenmotsu mani-
folds. One of typical examples of Kenmotsu manifolds is the hyperbolic space 
form M{-1). 
A Kenmotsu manifold M has constant (?!)-holomorphic sectional curvature 
c if and only if 
R{X, Y)Z = "-^{giY, Z)X - g{X, Z)Y} + ^-±l{r,iXUZ)Y 
- v{Y)v{Z)X + v{Y)g{X, Z)i - n{X)g{Y, Z)i 
(1-2.19) + g{X, ct>Z)(j>Y - g{Y, ((>Z)cpX + 2g{X, (t>Y)ct>Z}, 
where X, Y, Z are vector fields on M. In this case , we call M a Kenmotsu 
space form of constant sectional curvature c. If M is a Kenmotsu space form 
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A/(c) then from (1.2.9), (1.2.10) and above equation we have 
g{R{X, Y)Z, W) = "-^{giX, Z)g{X, W) - g{X, Z)g{Y, W)}^ 
''-^{r^[XUZ)g{Y,W) - r^{YUZ)g{X,W) 
+ r,{Y)r^{W)g{X, Z) - 7){XUW)g{Y, Z) 
+ g{X, <l>Z)g{<t>Y, W) - g{Y, 4>Z)g{c/^X, W) 
+ 2g{X, <t>Y)g{4>Z, W)} + g{h{X, W), h{Y, Z)) 
(1.2.20) -gih{Y,W\h{X,Z))}, 
and 
{Vxh){Y,Z) - (Vy/i)(X,Z) - ^{g{X,<f)Z)<jjY 
(1.2.21) - giY, cf>Z)(f>X + 2g{X, ct>Y)ci>Z}. 
1.3. Submanifolds of Riemannian manifolds 
If an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M admits an immersion 
f -.M -^M 
into an m-dimensional manifold M, then M is said to be a submanifold of 
M. Naturally n < m. If M is a Riemannian manifold with a Riemannian 
metric g, then M admits a Riemannian metric induced from M which we will 
denote by the same symbol g. The immersion / is said to be an isometric 
immersion if the differentiable map 
f,:TM ^ TM 
preserves the Riemannian metric, that is for any X, y e TM, 
(1-3.1) g{UX,hY) = g{X,Y). 
When only local questions are involved, we shall identify TM with f^:{TM) 
through the isomorphism /*. Hence, a tangent vector in TM tangent to M, 
shall mean a tangent vector which is the image of an element in TM under 
/*. More generally, a C°°-cross section of the restriction of TM on M, shall 
be called a vector field of M on M. Those tangent vectors of TM which are 
normal to TM form the normal bundle TM-^ of M. Hence, for every point 
p E M, the tangent space Tf{j,){M) admits the following decomposition : 
r;(rt(M) = rp(M)®Tp^(M). 
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The Riemannian connection V of M induces canonically the connection V 
and V-*- on TM and TM^ respectively governed by Gauss and Weingarten 
formulae viz. 
(1.3.2) Vxy^yxY + h{X,Y). 
(1.3.3) VxW = - A y v ^ + VJ i^V, 
for X, y e TM and A'' G TM^. h and A are the second fundamental form 
and the shape operator respectively. They are related as 
(1.3.4) g{h{X,Y),N)=g[ANX,Y). 
Looking into Gauss and Weingarten formulae, one can cicissify the submani-
folds, putting conditions on h as follows: 
Definition 1.3.1. A submanifold for which the second fundamental form 
h is identically zero is called a totally geodesic submanifold. 
Definition 1.3.2. A submanifold is called a totally umbilical submanifold 
if its second fundamental form h satisfies 
(1.3.5) h{X,Y) = g{X,Y)H, 
for any X,Y e TM where 
1 " 
H = - V'/i(ei,ei), 
n 
is the mean curvature vector, where (ei)i<i<„ is a local orthonormal basis in 
TM. The squared norm of the second fundamental form h is defined by 
n n 
(1.3.6) I  h f^'^^g{h{ei,ej),h{ei,ej)). 
1=1 i = i 
Definition 1.3.3. A submanifold is called a minimal submanifold if the 
mean curvature vector vanishes identically i.e., if = 0. 
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For the second fundamental form h, we define the covariant differentiation 
V with respect to the connection V in TM by 
(1.3.7) {Vxh){Y, Z) = VJ,h{Y, Z) - h{\7xY, Z) - h{Y, VxZ) 
for X, y, Z G TM. 
Let R and R denote the curvature tensors of the connections on M and 
M respectively, then the equation of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are given by 
(1.3.8) R{X, y ; Z, W) = R{X,Y; Z, W) + g{h{X, W), hiY, Z)). 
-g{h{X,Z),h{Y,W)) 
(1.3.9) [R{X, y ) , Z]^ = {Vxh){Y, Z) - {VYh){X, Z). 
(1.3.10) R{X,Y-N,N^) = R^{X,Y-N,,N^) - g{[AN,,Ar,,\X,Y), 
for X, Y,Z,We TM and NuN2 G TM^, where 1 denotes the normal com-
ponent. 
A submanifold M of M is called auto-parallel if for each X G Tp{M) and 
for each curve 7 in M starting from p, the parallel displacement of X along 7 
( with respect to the affine connection V of M ) yields a vector field tangent 
to M. Thus, a distribution D on a manifold M is parallel if VxY G D for 
each X,Y e D. It is straight forward to observe that a parallel distribution 
is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M. 
Let (Mi,gi) and (M2,p2) be two Riemannian manifolds with Riemannian 
metric ^1 and ^2 respectively. Then the product manifold M = Mi x M2 is 
a Riemannian manifold endowed with the Riemannian metric g defined as : 
(1.3.11) g{U,V) = g,{d'K,U,d7r^V) + g2{d7r2U,d7:2V), 
where d7Vi{i = 1,2) are the differentials of the projections TVi : M1XM2 -^ Mi. 
R.L. Bishop and B. O'Neill [10] introduced the notion of warped product 
manifolds while investigating manifolds of negative curvatures. These man-
ifolds appear as a generalized version of Riemannian product of manifolds. 
In fact, the warped product of two manifolds Mi and M2 is obtained by 
homothetically warping the product metric on to the fibers x x M2 for each 
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X e Ml. Formally speaking the warped product manifolds are defined as : 
Definition 1.3.4, [10] Let (Mi,pi) and (M2,g2) be two Riemannian man-
ifolds with Riemannian metrics gi and 52 respectively and / , a positive dif-
ferentiable function on Mi. The warped product Mi Xf M2 is the manifold 
Ml X M2 endowed with the Riemannian metric g defined as 
(1.3.12) 9 = <igi)e{fo7Ti)\;{g2). 
More explicitly, if U is tangent to M = Mj xj M2 at (p, g), then 
\\ur = \\d7riur+fip)\\d7r2ur, 
the function / is known as the warping function. 
A warped product manifold is called a trivial warped product if the warping 
function / is constant. In other words, a trivial warped product Mi x f M2 is 
nothing but a Riemannian product Mi x M / , where M2 is the Riemannian 
manifold with Riemannian metric /^p2 which is homothetic to original met-
ric (J2 of M2. 
Example 1.3.1. A surface of revolution is a warped product with leaves 
the different positions of the rotated curve and fibres, the circles of revolu-
tion. More explicitly, if M is obtained by revolving a plane curve C about 
an axis in R'^  and / : C —)• R"^  gives distance to the axis, M = C Xf S^{1) 
is a warped product manifold. Here 5^(1) denotes the unit circle. 
Example 1.3.2. In spherical co-ordinates, the line element of R'^  — {0} 
is 
ds^ = dr^ + r\de^ + sin^edcj)'^). 
Setting r = 1 gives the line element of unit sphere S^. Evidently M^  — {0} is 
diffeomorphic to R+ x 5^ under the natural map {t,p) <—> tp. Thus the for-
mula for ds^ shows that R^ — {0} can be identified with the warped product 
R+ XrS^. In R^ - {0} the leaves are the rays from the origin and the fibres 
are the spheres S'^{r),r > 0. In general, R" — {0} is naturally isomorphic to 
M+ x , 5 " - ^ 
Example 1.3.3. The standard space-time models of the universe are 
warped products, as are the simplest models of neighbourhoods of stars and 
black holes. 
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Every Riemannian manifold of constant scalar curvature c can be locally 
expressed as a warped product whose warping function satisfies A / = cf. 
For example 5"(1) is locally isometric to ( - f , f ) y-cost ' 5 " ' \ K" is locally 
isometric to (0, oo) x .^ 5 " ~ \ / / " "^ ( - l ) is locally isometric to M Xe^  on—1 
R. L. Bishop and B. O'Neill [10] obtained the following results for a warped 
product manifold which we have used extensively in our subsequent analysis 
of the subject. 
Proposition 1.3.1. Let M = Mi Xy M^ be a warped product manifold. 
IfX,Ye TMi and Z,W e TM2, then 
(i)VxYeTMi, 
(it) VxZ = VzX = {Xlnf)Z, 
(ill) noT{VzW) = -g{Z, W)Vlnf, 
where V is the Riemannian connection on M and norCVz^) denotes the 
component of VzW in TMi and V / (or grad f) is defined as: 
g{Vf,X)=Xf. 
Corollary 1.3.1. In a warped product manifold M = Mi Xj M2, 
(i) Ml is totally geodesic in M ; 
(ii) M2 is totally umbilical in M. 
We have the following result of S.Hiepko [24] which is applied by many 
authors to ensure the existence of a warped product submanifold in a given 
ambient manifold. 
Theorem 1.3.2. Let F be a vector subbundle in the tangent bundle of a 
Riemannian manifold M and let F-*- be its normal bundle. Assume that the 
two distributions are involutive and the integral manifolds of F (resp. F^) 
are totally geodesic (resp. extrinsic spheres). Then M is locally isometric to 
a warped product Mi Xf M2, where Mi and M2 are the leaves of F and F-^ 
respectively. Moreover, if M is simply connected and complete, there exists 
a global isometry of M with a warped product. 
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1.4. Submanifolds of an almost contact metric manifolds 
The study of semi-invariant submanifolds in Sasakian manifolds was ini-
tiated by Bejancu-Papaghuic in [7]. The same concept was studied under 
the name "contact C-R-submanifold" by Yano-Kon [53],[54], Kobayashi M. 
[29],[30]. 
A submanifold M of an almost contact metric manifold {M,^,(f),r],g) is 
said to be invariant submanifold if (pTxM CTxMyx ^ M and a submanifold 
M of an almost contact metric manifold is said to be anti-invariant subman-
ifold if (pTxM C T^M. 
The study of differential geometry of semi invariant or contact Ci?-submanifolds, 
as a generahzation of invariant and anti-invariant submanifold of an almost 
contact metric manifold was initiated by A.Bejancu and N.Papaghiuc [7] and 
was later followed by several geometers (c.f.,[55],[34],[30], etc.). 
Throughout, for a submanifold M of an almost contact metric manifold 
(M, (j), ^, Tj, g), we assume that the structure vector field <^  is tangential to the 
submanifold M and therefore the tangent bundle TM decomposes as : 
(1.4.1) TM = D®^, 
where ^ is one dimensional distribution on M spanned by structure vector 
field ^. Thus for any X G TM, we denote the tangential and normal com-
ponents of <f)X as TX and NX respectively. Whereas for V e T-^M the 
tangential and normal components of (f)V are denoted by tV and fV, i.e., 
(1.4.2) (l)X = TX + NX, 
and 
(1.4.3). 4,V = tV-{-fV, 
Thus T (resp. / ) is a one-one tensor field on TM (resp. T^M) and t (resp. 
A^ ) is a tangential (resp. normal) valued 1-form on T^M (resp. TM). The 
covariant differentiation of these tensor fields are defined as : 
(1.4.4) {^xT)Y = VxTY - TVxY, 
(1.4.5) {VxN)Y = Wj^NY - NVxY, 
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(1.4.6) {Vxt)V = VxtV-tVJcV, 
(1.4.7) {^xf)V = VJcfV-fVJ,V, 
for any X,Y G TM and V G TM^. 
Definition 1.4.1. A submanifold M normal to ^ in an almost contact metric 
manifold is said to be C-totally real submanifold. In this case, it follows that 
4> maps any tangent space into the normal space, that is 
</>(7;M) C T^M, 
for every x G M. 
Definition 1.4.2. A submanifold M of an almost contact metric manifold 
M is said to be a semi-invariant submanifold if there exists a pair of orthog-
onal distribution D and D""" satisfying the conditions : 
(?;) TM = D®D^® (; 
[li) The distribution D is invariant by 0 i.e., 0Dx = Dx\ for each x E M 
{Hi) The distribution D-^ is anti -invariant i.e., (pD^ C T^M, for each 
X G M. 
U D = 0 {resp. D^ = 0), then M is an anti-invariant (resp. invariant) 
submanifold. We say that M is a proper semi-invariant submanifold if it is 
neither invariant nor anti-invariant. Moreover, it is easy to observe that the 
normal bundle of T^M of a semi-invariant submanifold splits as : 
(1.4.8) TM^ = (f>D^e^, 
where /i is invariant sub-bundle of T-^M by (f). 
Note 1.4.1. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of an almost contact 
metric manifold M then we have following observations : 
(z) For any X G TM, TX e D and NX G (pD^. 
{li) For any V G TM^, tV G D^ and NV e n 
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Let P and Q denote the projection morphism of a semi-invariant subman-
ifold onto D and D-^ respectively. That means 
(1.4.9) X=^PX + QX + r]{X% 
for any X G TM. Further, We define two tensor fields -0 : TM —> TM and 
Lv-.TM ~> T^M by 
(1.4.10) ^px = 4>PX, 
and 
(1.4.11) uX = (pQX, 
for any X G TM. 
Now, let M be an isometrically immersed submanifold of an almost contact 
metric manifold . Then for any X,Y ^ TM and C, V G T-^M we have the 
following identities : 
(1.4.12) g{TX,Y) = -g{X,TY), g{fV,U) =-g{V,fU), 
(1.4.13) g{NX,V) = -g{X,tV), 
(1.4.14) T^ = 0, N^ = 0, 
(1.4.15) T^X = -X ~tNX + r]{X)^, 
(1.4.16) NTX + fNX = 0, 
(1.4.17) TtV + tfV = 0, 
(1.4.18) NtV + fV = -V. 
Definition 1.4.3. A semi-invariant submanifold M of a Sasakian manifold 
M is called a semi-invariant product if it is locally a Riemannian product of 
a </)-invariant submanifold My tangent to ^ and a totally real submanifold 
Mj. of M, i.e. M± is 0 anti-invariant submanifold of M. 
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Definition 1.4.4. Let (M, 0, {, 77, g) be a Sasakian manifold. A submanifolcl 
M of M is called totally contact-umbilical if there exists a normal vector field 
H such that the second fundamental form of M is given by 
(1.4.19) h{X, Y) = g{4>X, <PY)H + v{X)h{Y, 0 + v{y)HX, 0 
for any vector fields X,Y tangent to M. If we have H =0 in the above 
equation, that is, if the second fundamental form of M is given by 
(1.4.20) h{X, Y) = v{X)h{Y, 0 + v{Y)h{X, 0 , 
then M is called totally contact-geodesic submanifold. 
The notion of slant submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold is extended to the 
setting of almost contact metric manifolds by A. Lotta [34]., J.L. Cabrerizo 
et.al. [14] and A.Carriazo et al. [15] studied these submanifolds in a more 
specialized setting of Sasakian and jfC-contact manifolds. 
Let M be an almost contact metric manifold with almost contact struc-
ture {4>-,C-,V^9) s^d M an immersed submanifold of Af. For any x G A<f 
and X E T^M, if the vector X and <^  are linearly independent, the angle 
d{X) G [0, f ] between e{X) and T^M is well defined. If e{X) does not de-
pend on the choice of x G M and X G T^M, then M is said to be a slant 
submanifold of M. The constant angle 9{X) is then called the slant angle of 
M in M, which in short we denoted by sla(M). 
In particular anti-invariant submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold are slant 
submanifolds with slant angle equal to | . A. Lotta [34] proved that slant sub-
manifolds of a Sasakian manifold with slant angle equal to zero are invariant 
submanifolds. 
It can be seen with the help of (1.3.1) and (1.3.11) that 
(1.4.21) g{TX,Y) = -g{X,TY), 
which implies that, 
(1.4.22) g{T''X,Y)=g{XXY), 
for all X, F G TM that is T^ (which we will denote by Q) is a self adjoint 
endomorphism on TM. It is also easy to observe that the eigenvalues of Q 
belong to [-1,0] and that each non vanishing eigenvalue of Q has even multi-
plicity. 
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The covariant derivative of the endomorphism Q is defined as : 
(1.4.23) {^xQ)Y = VxQY - QVxY, 
for ah X,Y e TM. 
The following are some important results given by A. Lotta [34], which we 
state here. 
Theorem 1.4.1 [34]. Let M be a slant submanifold of dimension n of an 
almost contact metric manifold M and suppose sla(M) / | . Then we have 
n is even 4=^ ^ is orthogonal to M 
n is odd 4=> ^ is tangent to M. 
Theorem 1.4.2 [34]. Let M be an immersed submanifold of a contact met-
ric manifold M. If ^  is orthogonal to M, then M is anti-invariant. 
N. Papaghiuc [43] introduced the notion of semi-slant submanifolds of an 
almost Hermitian manifold as generalized version of semi-invariant subman-
ifolds. J.L. Cabrerizo et al. [13] studied this class of submanifolds in an 
almost contact metric manifold. 
Definition 1.4.5. A submanifold M of an almost contact metric manifold 
M is said to be semi-slant submanifold if there exist on M two differentiable 
distributions D and D^ such that 
(1.4.24) TM = D®D^ 
such that D is invariant under 0 i.e., (pD — D and D^ is a slant distribution 
with slant angle 9 j^ 0 
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CHAPTER 2 
SEMI-INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLDS OF 
SASAKIAN MANIFOLD 
To study the geometry of Riemannian manifold , it is convenient to first 
imbed into a known manifold and then study its geometry vis-a-vis the known 
ambient manifold. If the ambient manifold happens to be an almost contact 
metric manifold, we expect on the submanifold, invariant , anti-invariant 
and slant distribution with respect to the almost contact metric structure on 
ambient manifold. A.Bejancu-N.Papaghiuc [7] study semi-invariant subman-
ifold in Sasakian manifold. The same concept was studied under the name 
"Contact Ci?-submanifold" by Yano-Kon [53], [54] and Kobayashi M. [29], 
2.1. Semi-Invariant Submanifold of Sasakian Manifold 
In this section we are concerned with semi-invariant submanifolds. More 
precisely, we shall outline a study of the integrability of the distributions on 
M and of the immersion of their leaves in M and M. Let M be semi-invariant 
submanifold of Sasakian manifold M. Then by Gauss formula 
for any U G TM, and by (1.2.15), 
Vf/C = -(i>U. 
U U = X G D, then by equating tangential and normal parts in the above 
equations, 
Vx^=^-(pX and h{X,^) = 0 
UU = Z GD^, then 
Vz<^  = 0 and h{Z,^) =-cpz. 
Hence, we may state : 
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Lemma 2.1.1 [7]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of Sasakian man-
ifold M. Then 
h{X,i) = 0, Vx^ = -(t>X, for anyX e D 
and 
h{Z,() = -(t>Z, Vz^ = 0. for anyZ e D^ 
Some formulas are derived in the following lemma that are used in the 
subsequent study. 
Lemma 2.1.2 [7]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M. Then 
(2.1.1) Vxi^Y - A^yX = i;i^xY) + Bh{X,Y) - T]{Y)X + g{X,Y)( 
(2.1.2) vC^xm = g{cpX, cPY) + viA^yX), 
(2.1.3) h{X, ijY) + VJiCuY = Ch{X, Y) + u{VxY), 
for any X,Y e TM. 
Proof. As {Vx(t>)Y = Vx(t>Y - (f)VxY, by using (1.2.14), Gauss and Wein-
garten formula, we have 
g{X, Y)^ - rj{Y)X = Vx4>Y - (j^VxY 
g{X, Y)^ - r,{Y)X = Vx4>{PY + QY + rjiY)0 - <t>VxY 
= VX^JY + Vxi^Y - (t>^xY) 
= Vxi^Y + h{X, i;Y) - A^yX + VJ^uY - <(>VxY - (t>h{X, Y) 
= Vx^Y -f- h{X, ^Y) - A^yX + VJ^ujY - cf)^xY 
- ct>h{X, Y) - <i)PVxY - (j^QVxY 
Equating tangential and normal parts, we have 
(2.1.4) VxW - A^yX = ^pVxY + th{X, Y) - 7^{Y)X + g{X, Y% 
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(2.1.5) h{X,ijY) + Vj^uY = fh{X,Y)+iu{VxY). 
(ii) Taking inner product with ^, in (2.1.4) we get 
giVxi^Y, 0 - giA^yX, 0 = gW'^xY),^ + gith{X, Y), () 
-ri{Y)g{X,0 + giX,Y)gi^,0 
^giX,Y)-r^{X)r,{Y). 
Now, on making use of (1.2.11) and (1.2.12), we obtain that 
Vi^xm = g{4>X, (i)Y) + II{A^YX) 
which completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.1.3. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian mani-
fold M. Then 
g{h{<t^X,U),V)=g[^h{X,U),V), 
for any X e D, f/ e TM and V e ^. 
Proof. By Gauss formula, 
g{h{4>X,U),V)=g{Vu4>X,V) 
= g{{Vu(t>)X + (l>\IuX,V) 
= -g{g{X, U)i - v{X)U, V) - g{VuX, 4>V) 
= g{<l>h{U,X),V). 
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 2.1.4 [3]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of Sasakian man-
ifold M. Then 
A4,xY = A^^YX and [X,Y]e D®D^, for any X,Y e D^. 
Proof. For any X,Y e D^ and U e TM 
g{A^xY,U) = g{h{Y,U)AX) 
= -g{<t^h{Y,U),X) 
^-g{<I^VuY-4>VuY,X) 
= g{{\7ucP)Y - Vu<PY, X) - gi^uY, cf>X) 
= g{U, Y)g{^, X) - v{Y)g{U, X) + g{A4,yX, U). 
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On using the fact that C-^D^, the right hand side of the above equation 
reduces to g{A,pY^, U). Therefore by nondegenracy of g, 
A^xY = A^yX. 
Now, 
g{[X,Y],0=9iVxy-^YX,0 
= g{VxY,0-g{^YX,0 
= -g{Y, VxO + g{x, VKO 
= giY,<t>X)-g{X,(PY). 
For X,Y e D^, 4>X,(j)Y G (pD-^ C T^M, therefore both terms in the right 
hand side of above equation vanish, proving that [X, Y] E D ® D-^. 
Theorem 2.1.1 [7]. Let M be a semi invariant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M. Then the distribution D-^ is integrable. 
Proof. Since M is Sasakian, by (1.2.14) 
{Vx^)Y^g{X,Y)^-r^{Y)X 
or 
Vxct^Y - 4>VxY = g{X, y)e - v{Y)X. 
For X,Y e D-^, on applying (1.3.2) and (1.3.3), the equation takes the form 
(2.1.6) -A^xY + V^(t>X = (f)VxY + 0/i(X, Y) + g{X, Y)^. 
By interchanging X and Y in (2.1.6), the equation becomes 
(2.1.7) -A^yX + VJ,4>Y = (pVyX + (j)h{X,Y)+g{X,Y)t 
Subtracting (2.1.6) from (2.1.7) while using lemma 2.1.3, we have 
(/)[y,x] = v^(/)X-vj^^y 
-[y, X] = t{vi?<px - x/'xW) + Ji^y^x - vj^^r) 
Equating tangential parts, we have 
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Since, tV e D^ for any V G T^M it follows from the above equation that, 
[X, Y] e D^ 
which completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.1.1. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold A?.Then the distribution D^ ® {^ } is integrable. 
Lemma 2.1.5 [3]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M. Then for any U G TM, X e D andZ E D^. 
(2.1.8) gih{X,U),cpZ)=g{VuZ,<j>X) and [X,^]eD®^, 
Proof. Consider g{h(JJ,X),(j)Z). By Gauss formula, 
g{h{U,X),4>Z)^-g{ci>VuX,Z) 
= g{{Vvm.Z)-g{Vuci>X,Z) 
= g{X, U)i - T]{X)U, Z) - g{Vu(l>X, Z) 
The first term in the right hand side is zero as ri{X) = 0 for X G Z) as well 
as g{^, Z) = 0 \/ Z e D-^. Further, as (/)X is orthogonal to Z}-^ , the equation 
reduce to 
(2.1.9) g[h[U,X),<i}Z)=g{VvZ,4>X). 
This proves the first statement. For the second statement, we have 
^ ( [ X , e ] , Z ) = 5 ( V x ^ - V ^ X , Z ) 
= -g{4>X,Z)-g{V^X,Z). 
The first term in the right hand side vanishes as D and D-^ are orthogonal 
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to each other. For the second term , setting X = 4>Y, we may write 
= -giviY)^ - V{y)t Z) - g{V^Y, <\^Z) 
= -g{h{Y,i),^Z) 
= 0 
by Lemma 2.1.1., hence g{\X,i\Z) = 0 VX e D ,Z G Z?^. That proves 
that \X,i\ e D © { e } . 
Lemma 2.1.6. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian mani-
fold with D 7^  {0}. Then D and D®D^ are not integrable. 
Proof. For any X, F G D 
= -9{y. VxO + 9{X. VyO 
= p(r, <\>X) - g{X, (t>Y) 
= 2g{(t>X,Y). 
The assertion follows from the above formula. 
Theorem 2.1.2 [7]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of Sasakian 
manifold M. Then the distribution D ® ^  is integrable if and only if 
(2.1.10) g{h{X,(j)Y) - h{Y, (j)X), <j)Z) = 0, 
for a l l X . y G D a n d Z G D^. 
Proof. By (2.1.3), 
h{X,i^Y) + Vj^wy = //i(X, Y) ^ uj{VxY). 
As y G D.uY = 0, therefore the equation reduce to 
(2.1.11) h{X,i^Y) = fh{X,Y)+uj{VxY), 
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Interchanging X and Y in the above equation, gives 
(2.1.12) h{Y,i;X) = fh{X,Y) + u{VYX), 
subtracting (2.1.12) from (2.1.11) and making use of the fact that h is sym-
metric, we obtain 
(2.1.13) h{X, (j)Y) - h{Y,0X) = u{[X, Y]). 
If D is integrable, then the right hand side of the equation is zero and there-
fore 
h{X,4>Y) = h{(j)X,Y). In particular (2.1.10) holds. 
Conversely if (2.1.10) holds, then 
h{X, (f)Y) - h{Y, (f)X) e 11. 
But by Lemma 2.1.3. 
g{h{X,(PY) - h(Y,(f)X),V) = 0, for any V ^ fi. 
^h[X,4)Y) = h{Y,(j)X). 
Tlius equation (2.1.13) implies that a;([X, F]) = 0 
=^[x,Y]eD®{i]. 
That is Z) © {.^ } is integrable. 
Theorem 2.1.3 [7]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of Sasakian 
manifold M. Then a leaf of D-^ is totally geodesic in M if and only if 
(2.1.14) g{h{X,Z)AW) = Q, 
for any X G D and Z,W eD^. 
Proof. On taking account of the fact that IIJW = 0, UJW = (t)W and ri{W) = 
0 for each W G D-^, by formula (2.1.1), we have 
A^wZ = i^VzW + th{Z, W) + g(Z, 1^)^ 
for any Z,W E D^. On taking product with X & D in both side of the 
above equation, we get 
(2.1.15) g{A^wZ,X)=g{i^\/zW,X), 
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since tV G D^ for all V € T^M and g{X,0 = 0 V X G D. Now, if D^ is 
parallel (i.e. D-^  is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M) then 
ip'^zW = 0, therefore by the above equation 
g{h{Z,X),(}>W) = 0. 
Conversely if g{h{Z,X),(f)W) = 0 for each X E D and Z e D^, then by 
(2.1.15) 
xpVzW eD^^ (})PVzW e D^ 
=^ PVzVF = 0 
(2.1.16) ^WzWeD^. 
=> D^ is parallel. Hence, the leaves of D^ are totally geodesic in M. 
Theorem 2.1.4 [3]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of Sasakian 
manifold M. Then 
(i) The distribution D ® ^  is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic 
in M if and only if 
(2.1.17) p(/i(X,y),0Z) = O, 
for any X , y G D®{i}. 
(ii) The distribution D ® ^  is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic 
in M if and only if 
(2.1.18) /i(X,y) = 0, 
for a n y X , y G D e { C } . 
Proof. The distribution D©^ is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic 
in M if and only if VxY e D®^. Thus assertion (i) follows by using (2.1.11) 
and Lemma 2.1.1. 
_ Now suppose that D ® ^ is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in 
M . Then we have V ^ ^ G D © ^ , for any X,Y e D ®^hy using equation 
of Gauss, we obtain 
g{h{X,Y),V)=g{VxY,V) = Q 
for any V eT^M. That is (2.1.18) is obtained. Conversely suppose (2.1.18) 
is satisfied. Then by theorem (2.1.2) D ® ^ is integrable. Let Mi be a leaf 
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of D ® ^ and denoted hi (resp. /i2) the second fundamental form of the 
immersion of Mi in M (resp. M). Then by using (2.1.18) we have hi = ^2. 
On the other hand, by assertion (i) , Mi is totally geodesic in M . Hence, 
hi = h2 = 0, that is M is totally geodesic in M. 
2.2. Semi-invariant product of Sasakian manifold. 
As is well known, Riemannian decomposable spaces are characterized by 
linear connections (cf [49]). We give first such a characterization for semi-
invariant products. 
Theorem 2.2.1 [3]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M. Then M is semi-invariant product if and only if 
(2.2.1) V c / X e D © e , 
for any U e TM and X ^ D. 
Proof. Suppose M is semi-invariant product locally represented by Mi x Mg. 
Then Mi and M2 are totally geodesic in M and the Gauss formula imphes, 
(2.2.2) VyX = V^X € D 0 ^, for any X,YeD®{^}, 
(2.2.3) VzW = VlW ED^, for any Z,WeD^, 
where V^ and V^ are Riemannian connection on Mi and M2 and /ii,/i2 are 
the second fundamental form of Mi,M2 in M respectively. It follows from 
(2.2.3) that VzX e De {^}. This observation together with (2.2.2) implies 
that VuX e D®{(} for each U G TM and X e D. 
Conversely, suppose that VyX G D® {^ } => D©{^} is parallel. Therefore 
by Gauss formula, D ® {^} is involutive and its leaves are totally geodesic 
in M. Further as V[/X € D ® {^}, we have VuZ G D-^ for each Z e D-^ 
which means the leaves of D^ are totally geodesic in M. Hence M is locally 
a Riemannian product of the leaves of £> ® {^} and D-^, i.e., M is a semi-
invariant product. 
In view of B.Y.Chen's characterization of C/2-warped products in Kaehler 
manifold namely "A Ci?-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold is C/2-product if 
and only if T is parallel i.e., VT = 0", it is natural to study the semi-invariant 
submanifolds of Sasakian manifold viz-a-viz the parallelism of T. 
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On making use of (1.2.4), (1.4.4) and Gauss-Weingarten formulae, we may 
derive : 
(2.2.4) {VuT)V = g{U, V)^ + ApvU + th{U, V). 
In particular for X,Y E D, we have 
(2.2.5) {VxT)Y = g{X, Y)^ + th{X, Y. 
If T is parallel, then by (2.2.5), th{X,Y) = g{X,Y)^. But th{X,Y)l^. This 
means g{X,Y)^ = 0 i.e., {D-^Y = {^}, which is completely integrable and 
its leaves are totally geodesic in M. Further, as D-^ is involutive, it follows 
from (2.2.4) and Theorem 2.1.3 that leaves of D-^ are totally geodesic in M. 
Hence, we conclude that : 
Theorem 2.2.2 [37]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of Sasakian 
manifold M and set ^ G D and VT = 0. Then M is semi-invariant product 
between an integral curve { and (/>-anti-invariant submanifold Mj, of M. 
In the sequel we give tensorial characterization for semi-invariant subman-
ifold to be semi-invariant product. Thus, we prove the following 
Theorem 2.2.3 [37]. Let M be semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M and set ^ G D (i.e., D — D ® {^})- Then M is semi-invariant 
product if and only if T satisfies 
(2.2.6) {VuT)Y = -g{PU, V)^ + n{V)PU 
for all U, V tangent to M where PU is the D-component of U. 
Proof. Let M be a semi-invariant product. Since 4> = T on Mj, the Gauss 
formula gives 
{Vx4>)Y = iVxT)Y + h{X, TY) - NVxY - cf,h{X, Y) 
with X,Y e T{MT). Since M is semi-invariant product {'7xT)Y e D ® ^  
and NVxY = 0. Moreover using (1.2.14)in the right hand side of the above 
equation and equating D-components, we get 
{yxT)Y = -g{X,Y)^ + ri{Y)X. 
Consider now Y, e T ( M T ) , Z G T{M^). Making similar computations as we 
can prove 
{VzT)Y = 0. 
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As consequence 
h{Z, TY) = (l)h{Z, Y) + r]{Y)Z, for all Y e T{MT), Z e T{Mx). 
Now it is easy to show that {VuT)Z = 0 for all U £ TM, Z e D^ and hence 
the conclusion. 
Lets prove the converse, i.e. suppose we have (2.2.6) and prove that M is 
semi-invariant product, consider U = X,V = Z with X E D and Z G D-^. 
The relation (2.2.6) becomes 
(VzT)X = 0 
and by using (2.2.4) we obtain 
th{X, Z) = -AFZX. 
Consider U = Z,V = X (with X, Z as above) we obtain 
{VzT)X = 0. 
Using again (2.2.4) we obtain th{X, Z) = rj{X)Z. Thus one gets 
(2.2.7) AFZX = v{X)Z 
for all X G D and Z e D^. After the computations we obtain g{h{X,TY) -
h{TX,Y),(pZ) = 0. Let us denote by D', the distribution D 8 {4} i.e., 
D' = D® {^}. Thus from Theorem 2.L2 it follows that the distribution D' 
is completely integrable. Denote by Mj and M± the leaves of two distrib-
utions D' and D±, respectively ( the orthogonal distribution D-^ is always 
completely integrable). Let X E D,Z,W e D-'-. Due to (2.2.7) we have 
g{h{X,Z),cpW)=g{A^wX,Z) 
= g{v{X)W,Z) 
= v{X)giW, Z) 
= 0. 
Thus, by virtu of Theorem 2.L3., M\_ is totally geodesic in M. Let now 
X,Y e D (i.e. tangent to Mj.) Prom (2.2.4) and (2.2.6) we obtain th(X,Y)=0. 
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U Z e D-^ we have 
0 = g{th{X,Y),Z) 
^-giVxYAZ) 
= g{Y,{Vxct>)Z) + g{Y,(l)VxZ) 
= -g{4>Y,VxZ). 
Replacing Y by (f)Y (since D is invariant by (j)) one obtains 
Q = g{Y,VxZ)-7]{Y)g{^,VxZ). 
But gi^^S/xZ) = 0, so g{Y,VxZ) = 0 for all X,Y E D and Z e D^. It 
follows that gCVxY, Z) = 0 which means that Mj is also totally geodesic in 
M. Thus, we conclude that M is a semi-invariant product in M. 
It can be proved, independently of the previous theorem the following. 
Theorem 2.2.4 [37]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M with ^ E D'. Then M is semi-invariant product if and only if 
(2.2.8) A^zX = v{X)Z, 
for all X G D and Z e D^ 
Proof. First we shall prove the converse.Suppose that (2.2.8) holds. We 
have 
g{h{X,Z),cl)W) = g{A^wX,Z) 
= viX)giZ, W) 
= 0 
for ah X e D, and Z,W E D-^. Prom Theorem 2.1.3. we get Mj. is totally 
geodesic in M. Consider now X,Y E D' Z E D-^. We have 
g{h{XAY)AZ)^g{A^zXAY) 
= giv{X)Z,cl>Y) 
= 0 
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Similarly y(/i(y, 0X), 0Z) = 0 and by Theorem 2.1.4. it follows that D 
is completely integrable. To prove that MT is totally geodesic in M we 
will prove that VxY G Mj for all X,Y & Mr- We have g{VxY,Z) = 
-g{Y,'VxZ). On the other hand, from the hypothesis g{h{X,Y),(pZ) = 0. 
Then 
g{hiX,Y)<f>Z) = -g{Yyx{(t>Z)) 
= gi<PY,VxZ) 
= g{4>Y,VxZ). 
So, we obtain g{(t)Y, VxZ) = 0 VX, F G D\ 'iZ eD^. But g{i, VxZ) = 0 
and hence g{Y, VxZ) — 0. We may conclude now that V ^ y G T{Mj) for 
all X,Y e T{MT). Therefore the two integral manifolds Mj and M± are 
both totally geodesic in M. Consequently, M is locally Riemannian product 
of Mj and Mj_. 
The notion of holomorphic sectional curvature on Kaehlerian manifolds 
(see [23]) was extended to 0 holomorphic bisectional curvature in Sasakian 
manifolds. Let H(U,V) be the (/I)-holomorphic sectional curvature of the plan 
U AV, i.e. 
H{U,V) ^ R{(t)U,U(f)V,V), for U,V eT{M) 
For later use we give the following 
Theorem 2.2.5 [37]. Let M be a semi-invariant product of Sasakian mani-
fold M. Then, for any unit vector field X E D and Z G D-^ we have 
H{X,Z)^2{\\h{X,Z)\\'-l). 
Proof. We have H{X,Z) = g{4>Z,{R{4)X,X)Z)-^). Using the equation of 
Codazzi and the definition of V/i we get 
H{X,Z) = g{(f>Z,V^xHX,Z)^ - h{'s/^xX,Z) 
- h{X, V^xZ) - gc^Z, VxK(t)X, ZY 
~h{Vx{m,Z)-h{<t>X,WxZ)). 
Since MJ is parallel and by using the relation 
g{4>W, h{X, Z)) = viX)g{W, Z) V X e D, \f Z, W e D^ 
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we deduce 
H{X, Z) = g{<t>Z, V^^/i(X, Z)) + g[<i)Z, Vih{4>X, Z)) + r/([X, 4>X\). 
After some computations one obtains 
H{X, Z) = {4>X)HX)) + r7([X, 4>X]) - 2g{(t>hi<pX, Z), h{X, Z)). 
Due to Sasakian structure of M we iiave 
l=g{X,X) 
= drj{X, d^X) + r^iXf 
- - ^ { ( 0 ^ ) ( ^ ( ^ ) ) + V{[X, <PX])} + v{Xf 
and hence 
(0X)(77(X)) + v{[X, cPX]) = -2(1 - riiXY). 
In order to compute g{(f)h{(j)X, Z), h{X, Z)) we find firstly that normal com-
ponent o{(f)h{(f)X, Z) is r}{X)(f)Z-h{Z, X). Consequently g{(ph{(l}X, Z), h{X, Z)) 
Ti{Xf - \\h{X, Z)\\^ which ends the proof. 
Now we shall prove non-existence of proper semi-invariant products in some 
Sasakian apace forms. 
Theorem 2.2.6 [5]. There exist no semi-invariant product in Sasakian space 
form M{c) with c < - 3 . 
Proof. Suppose M is a semi-invariant product in M{c). Prom (1.2.21) 
(2.2.9) {Vxh){Y, Z) - (Vy/i)(X, Z) = \{c- \){g{Z, i^Y)ujX 
- g{Z, ^X)uY - 2g{X, ^Y)UJZ} 
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Taking inner product of (2.2.9) with (j)Z we obtain 
g{{{Vxh){Y, Z) - {Vyh){X, Z)}, 0Z) = \{c- l){g{Z, i;Y)g(cjX, cj^Z) 
-giZ,^X)g{uY,cpZ) 
-2g{X,i^Y)g{ujZ,cj)Z)}. 
= ^{c-l){g{X,(I^Y)gi<pZ,<pZ)} 
(2.2.10) =^-(c-l){g{XAY)giZ,Z)}. 
put Y = (f)X in (2.2.10) and from (1.4.18) we have 
g{{{Vxh){<pX,Z) - {W^xh){X,Z)},<pZ) = ^-(c-l){g{X,<j>Y)g{Z,Z)} 
= ^-{c-l){g{X,c}>'X)g{Z,Z)} 
= ^ic-l){g{X,-X + v{X)Og(Z,Z)} 
(2.2.11) =^-{l-c)g{X,X)g{Z,Z). 
for any X G D and Z G L>^ . 
On the other hand by using (2.2.1) ,we have 
g{{{\?xh){Y, Z) - {\7yh){X, Z)}, cf>Z) = g{WJ,h{cpX, Z) - V^^h{X, Z\ 0Z) 
(2.2.12) + g{th{'Qx<t>X - V^xX, Z), Z)) 
Next by using (1.4.9) and Lemma 2.1.1 , we get 
g{VJih{(PX, Z\ 0Z) = g{^Vxhm. Z) - 5(A,(<^x,z)X, m 
= g(Vx<t>h{X, Z), Z) - g{ct>h{X, 0Z), h{^X, Z)) 
= g{{Vx4>)h{X, Z) + Vxh{X, Z)AZ) 
-g{fh{X,Z),hiX,Z)) 
(2.2.13) =-g{h{X,Z),h{X,Z)) 
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replacing X to (f)X and after some calculation, we get 
g{^ixh{<j?X, Z), <^ Z) = g{h{4>X, Z), h{<t>X, Z)) 
= g{4>'h{X,Z),h{X,Z)) 
Also we get 
gi^i^cP'hiX, Z), (PZ) = -g{h{X, Z), h{X, Z) + r^{h{X, Z)i)) 
=» gi'^U^-KX, Z)+r^{h{X, Z))e, <j>Z)) = -g{h{X, Z), h{X, Z)) 
(2.2.14) ^ oi'^UiKX, Z), (/>Z) = -(7(/i(X, Z), /i(X, Z)), 
. by using (1.2.11), (1.2.12), (1.4.9) and Lemma 2.1.1 we obtain 
(2.2.15) g{th{Vxcl^X - V^xX,Z),Z) = 2g{X,X)g{Z,Z). 
Thus from (2.2.12)-(2.2.15), it follows that 
(2.2.16) g{{Vxh){(l)x, Z) - (V<^x/i)(^, Z), 0Z) = -2g{{h{X, Z), h{X, Z)) 
+ 2g{X,X)g{Z,Z) 
finally (2.2.11) and (2.2.16), imply 
^(1 - c)g{X, X)g{Z, Z) = g{{Vxh){<f>X, Z), 0Z) - g{V^xh){X, Z), 0Z) 
= 2g{X, X)g{Z, Z) - g{h{X, Z), /i(X, Z), <^ Z) 
which implies that 
(2.2.17) g{h{X, Z), /i(X, Z)) = {~^)g{X, X)g{Z, Z), 
(2.2.18) ^ \\h{X,Z)f = {^)g{X,X)g{Z,Z), 
since M is semi-invariant product, from (2.2.18) it follows that c > - 3 . The 
proof is complete. 
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Theorem 2.2.7 [5]. Any proper totally contact-umbilical semi-invariant 
submanifold of Sasakian manifold M with q > 1 is a totally contact-geodesic 
submanifold. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1,4 it follows that 
(2.2.19) A^X{BH)^A^BH{X), 
for any X € D-^. Since M is totally contact-umbilical, from (2.2.19) we obtain 
g{A^x{BHlX) = g{A^BH{X),X) 
^ g{h{BH, X), 0X) = g{h{X, X),(PBH) 
=> g{g{(f>BH, (t>X)H + 7]{BH)h{X, 0 + 'n{X)h{BH, 0 , W 
= gigicPX, (f>X)H + v{X)h{X, 0) + v{X)h{X, 0 , (PBH) 
^ g{<f>BH, <pX)g{H, <t>X) = g{4>X, cpX)g{H, cj^BH) 
=> -g{BH,(P^X)g{H,4>X) = -g{X,X)g{ct>BH,ct>BH) 
=> g{BH, -X + v{X)09{H, ct>X) = g{X, X)g{BH, BH) 
^ -g{BH, X)g{H, 0X) - g{X, X)g{BH, BH) 
^ g(BH, X)gi(l>X, X) = g{X, X)g{BH, BH) 
=> g{BH, X)g{BH, X) = g{X, X)g{BH, BH) 
(2.2.20) =^  g{X, X)g{BH, BH) = gUBH, X))\ 
From (2.2.20) we get BH = 0 since we supposed q > 1. 
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Next, by using BH = 0 and the formulas of Gauss and Weingarten, we 
have 
(2.2.21) PA^HY = ^P{AHY). 
For any Y G TM, we have further 
g{PA^HY,Z)=g(hiY,Z),cpZ) 
= g{g{<PY, cpZ)H + v{Y)h{Z, 0 + v{Z)h{Y, 0 , <pH) 
= g{(l>Y,<pZ)g{H,^H) 
= g{Y,Z)g{H,<PH) 
(2.2.22) = 0 
and 
g{ij{AHY),Z) = -giAHY,<pZ) 
= -g{h{YAZ),H) 
= -g{gicf>Y, cp'Z)H + v{Y)h{4>Z, {) + v{<pZ)h{Y, 0 , H 
= -g{HAH)g{4>YA^Z) 
= -g{H,<f>H)g{cl^Y,-Z + viZ)0 
^g{H,<PH)g{cf>Y,Z) 
(2.2.23) = 0 
for any Y E TM and Z € D-^. Since M is semi-invariant submanifold, 
(2.2.21)-(2.2.23) imply that H = 0. Hence M is totally contact- geodesic. 
The proof is complete. 
2.3. Warped Product Submanifolds of Sasakian Manifold 
In this section, we investigate warped products M = Mi Xf M2 which are 
contact Ci?-submanifolds (or semi-invariant submanifolds) of Sasakian mani-
folds M. Such submanifolds are always tangent to the structure vector field ^. 
We distinguish 2 cases : 
(a) ^ is tangent to Mi; 
(6) £, is tangent to M2. 
In case (a), one has 2 subcases : 
(1) Ml is an anti-invariant submanifold and M2 is an invariant submanifold 
of M. 
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(2) Ml is an invariant submanifold and M2 is an anti-invariant submanifold 
of M. 
We start the subcase (1). 
Theorem 2.3.1 [25]. Let M be a (2m + l)-dimensional Sasakian manifold. 
Then there do not exist warped product submanifolds M = Mi Xj M2 such 
that Ml is an anti-invariant submanifold tangent to <^  and M2 an invariant 
submanifold of M. 
Proof. Assume M = Mi x^ M2 is a warped product submanifold of a 
Sasakian manifold M, such that Mi is anti-invariant submanifold tangent to 
^ and M2 an invariant submanifold of M. 
By Proposition 1.3.1. we have 
(2.3.1) VxZ=^WzX = {Zlnf)X, 
for any vector fields Z and X tangent to Mi and M2 respectively. 
In particular, for Z = {, we drive ^ / = 0. 
Using the last structure equation of Sasakian manifold, Gauss formula and 
(2.3.1), it follows that 
c^ X = VxC = Vx£ = {^lnf)X = 0. 
Thus M2 can not exists, which achieves the proof. 
Assume now that Mi X/M2 is a warped product submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M such that ^ is tangent to M2. If we put F = ^ in Proposition 
1.3.1, it follows that Uf = 0, for all vector fields U tangent to Mi. Thus / 
is constant warped product becomes a Riemannian product. Also, it follows 
that Ml is a C-totally real submanifold of M{c). 
Proposition 2.3.1. Any warped product submanifold Mi X/M2 of Sasakian 
manifold M such that ^ is tangent to M2 is a Riemannian product. More-
over, Ml is C-totally real submanifold. 
Lemma 2.3.1 [37]. If My Xy M± is a semi-invariant warped product in 
Sasakian submanifold M. Then 
(2.3.2) g{h{D,D),4>D^) = 0 
(2.3.3) VxZ = VzX = X{lnf)Z 
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for X tangent to Mj and Z tangent to Mj_; 
(2.3.4) af) - 0 
(2.3.5), g{{4>X, Z), (f>W) = iXlnf)g{Z, W) 
for X tangent to Mr and Z, W tangent to M±. 
Proof. Consider X,Y e D and Z e D^. Then 
g{h{X,Y),<pZ) = giVxYJZ) 
= g{<f>Y,WxZ) 
= -g{Vxi4>Y),Z) 
= 0. 
Take now X tangent to My and Z tangent to M±. We have that g{VxZ, Y) = 
0 for all Y tangent to Mj so, VxZ tangent to M±. by using Levi Civita 
formula in the orthogonality of two distributions one gets 2g{VxZ,W) — 
X{pg{Z, W)). But g depends only of the points of M± so we obtain 
2g{VxZ,W) = 2fX{f)g{Z,W) = 2X{lnf)giZ,W). 
Recall that Vf/^  = TU. It follows that V^^ = 0 for all Z tangent to M±. 
Combining (2.3.4) one gets ^(/) = 0 for all Z tangent to Mx-
To prove last result we will use 
g{h{<i>X,Z),(l)W) = g{VzcPX,4>W) 
= g{(t)VzX,4>W) 
= g{VzX,W) 
= g{'^zX,W) 
= Xlnfg{Z,W). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 2.3.2 [37]. A proper semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian 
manifold M and tangent to the structure vector field ^ is locally a contact 
warped product if and only if 
A^zX = {v{X)-(P{X){ij,))Z, XeD, ZeD"-
for some function ii on M satisfying Wfj, = 0 for all W G D-^. 
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Proof. Let Mj Xf M^ be locally contact CR warped product and let X E 
D, Z e D-^ It can be easily proved that g{A^zX, Y) = 0 for allY e D which 
shows that A^zX G D^. Take W £ D^.We get 
g{A^zX, W) = [7?(X) - cf>iX){lnfMZ, W), 
from which we obtain the conclusion where /i = Inf. Lets prove now the 
converse. Suppose that A^zX = (viX) — {(t)X){iJb))Z. We easily get that 
g{h{X,Y)AZ) = Q 
and 
g{h[X,W)AZ) = r^{X) 
where X,Y £ D and Z,W €. D-^. In the second equality replacing X by 
(t>{X), we obtain 
gih{ct>X, W), cf>Z) = (X(//) - rj{X)a^MZ, W). 
So if X E D we get 
(2.3.6) g{h{(t)X, W),(t>Z) = X{n)g{Z, W) 
and if X = (^  we obtain a trivially identity. Prom now on we will consider 
X E D — {{}. From the proof of Proposition of 2.3.1, we have that the 
distribution is integrable and the integral manifold Mj is totally geodesic on 
M. On the hand by Lemma (2.6) and (2.3.6) we obtain 
giWzW,X) = -g{M4>wZ,X) 
= g{h{cf>X,Z),(l>W) 
(2.3.7) ^X{ii)g{Z,W). 
Let Mx be a integral manifold of D-^. Let h" be second fundamental form 
of Mj_ in M. Computing g{VzW, X) in two ways one gets 
h"{Z,W) = -{gradfi)gMAZ,W) 
since the action of a vector from D-^ to /x vanishes. Thus D-^ is totally 
umbiUcal in M. The spherical condition ([24]) is fulfilled 
g{Vz{gradfj,),X) = 0, for all ZED^, X E D. 
So, we conclude that D-^ is an extrinsic sphere. Now we apply the result of S. 
Hiepko and obtain that M is locally isometric to warped product Mj XfM]_. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SEMI-INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLDS OF 
KENMOTSU MANIFOLD 
The purpose of this chapter is to study submanifolds of Kenmotsu manifolds, 
which are given by their definition in chapter 1. In section 1, we shall study 
submanifolds of a Kenmotsu manifolds whose structure vector field is tan-
gent to the submanifolds. In section 2 and 3 we shall study semi-invariant 
submanifolds and semi-invariant products of Kenmotsu manifolds. 
3.1. Submanifolds of a Kenmotsu Manifold whose 
Structure Tensor ^ is tangent to the Submanifolds 
In this section, we shall study submanifolds of a Kenmotsu manifolds whose 
structure vector field is tangent to the submanifold. 
Since { is tangent to submanifold M of a Kenmotsu manifold M, then 
from (1.3.2), we have 
(3.1.1) Vxe = Vxe + /i(X,0-
On the other hand, from (1.2.18) we have, 
(3.1.2) Wx^ = X-T]iX)C. 
Equating tangential and normal parts in the right hand side of (3.1.1) and 
(3.1.2), we have 
(3.1.3) VxC = X-v{X)^, and 
(3.1.4) h{X, 0 = 0 (or equivalently Ay^ - 0 for as 7 € T^M). 
Proposition 3.1.1. Let M be a submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold, tan-
gent to ^. If M is totally umbilical, then M is totally geodesic. 
Proof. Since M is totally umbilical, then we have 
h{X,^)=g{X,Y)H. 
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Putting X = Y = ^, we have, if = 0 by virtue of (3.1.4), which shows that 
M is totally geodesic. 
Lemma 3.1.1 [31]. Let M be a submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold tangent 
to C- Then 
(3.1.5) iVxT)Y = A^yX - T]{Y)TX - g{X, cpY)C + th{X, Y), 
(3.1.6) {VxN)Y = -B{X,TY) - v{Y)NX + fh{X,Y), 
for any X,Y e TM. 
Proof. From (1.4.2) 
(3.1.7) ({)Y = TY + NY. 
Differentiating (1.4.2) covariantly, we have 
(3.1.8) {Vx(p)Y + (j)VxY = Vx{TY + NY). 
Using (1.2.17),(1.4.2),(1.4.3) and comparing tangential and normal parts we 
get 
-V{Y)(I>X - g{X, <PY)( + ct>{VxY + h{X, Y)) = -A^yX + VJ,NY 
+VxTY + h{X,TY) 
(3.1.9) -v{Y)TX - g{X, <I>Y)C + TVxY + th{X, Y) = -A^yX + VxTY, 
and 
(3.1.10) T]{Y)NX + NVxY + fh{X, Y) = VJ^NY + h{X, TY). 
Finally, from (3.1.9) and (3.1.10), we have 
{VxT)Y ^ A^yX - v{Y)TX - g{X, cpY)^ + th{X, Y), 
{VxN)Y = -BiX, TY) - rj{Y)NX + fh{X, Y). 
Proposition 3.1.2. Let M be a submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold tan-
gent to ^, then T is parallel if and only if M is anti-invariant. 
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Proof. Let us suppose that T is parallel, then taking product with ^ in 
(3.1.5), we have 
o = ^((VxT)y,o 
= g{Ar,yX, -v(Y)TX - g{X, <i>Y)^ + th{X, Y), 0 
= g{Ar,YX, 0 - v{Y)g{TX, 0 - g{X. cj)Y)g{^, i) + g{th{X, Y),0. 
All the term except g{X, 4>Y) in the right hand side of the above equation 
vanish by virtue of (3.1.4) and the observations that 
p ( r X , O = y (X , rO = 0, and 
g{th{X,Y),^) = -g{h[X,Y),<i>0 =^. 
Thus, we have 
g{<i>X,Y)^Q, 
for all X, y € TM, which shows that M is anti-invariant. 
Conversely suppose that M is anti-invariant, then 
{VxT)Y = VxTY - TVxY = 0 
as in this case TY ^OVY e TM. That proves 
VxT = Q 
Proposition 3.1.3. Let M be a submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold tan-
gent to ^ . Then 
(3.1.11) {Vxt)V = AfvX - TAyX - g{X, <I>V)C, 
(3.1.12) i^xf)V = -h{X, tV) - NAyX. 
where 
(3.1.13) iVxt)V = VxtV-tVJ^V, and 
(3.1.14) {Vxf)V = VyV-fV^V. 
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Proof. Differentiating (1.4.3) covariantly, we have 
{Vx(i>)V + ^^xV = VxtV + VxfV. 
Now using Gauss and Weingarten formula , and (1.2.17) we have 
r]{V)(l)X-g{X,4>V)^-TAvX-NAvX+tVJiV+fVJ^V = -AfvX+VJ^fV 
+ VxtV + h{X,tV) 
Taking account of (1.4.2) and (1.4.3) and comparing the tangential and nor-
mal parts, we have 
AfvX - g{X, (f)V)C - TAyX = \!xtV - ^V^K 
A^yX - g{X, W)i - TAyX = {Vxt)V, 
and 
-h{X,tV)-NAyX = {Vxf)V. 
Proposition 3.1.4. Let M be submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold, tan-
gent to 1^ . Then t is parallel if and only if M is invariant. 
Proof. By (3.1.11), {Vxt)V = 0 if and only if 
(3.1.15) AfyX -TAyX = g{X,4>V)i, 
for any X eTM AnAV e T^M. Consider g{AfyX,0 and g{TAyX,0, 
giAfyX,0=9{HX,OJV) = 0 ash{X,O = 0 and 
giTAyX, 0 = -g{AyX, TO = 0. asT^ = 0 
Thus AfyX and TyX are vector fi'^lds orthogonal to ^. On the other hand 
the right side of (1) is a vector field collinear with ^. That means both side 
of (3.1.15) must simultaneously be zero. Therefore 
g{X, 0V) = -9{(pX, V) = 0,y X G TM, V G T^M 
which shows that M is invariant. 
Proposition 3.1.5. Let M be a submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold tan-
gent to (, then M is totally geodesic if and only if the second fundamental 
form is parallel. 
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Proof. Differentiating (3.1.4) and using (1.3.7), we liave 
= - / l ( X , V y , 0 
= - / i ( x , y - 7 7 ( y ) 0 
(3.1.16) =-h{X,Y). 
Now suppose that M is totally geodesic, we have 
Vy/i = 0. 
i.e., the second fundamental form is parallel. 
Conversely, suppose that second fundamental form is parallel, then by 
(3.1.16), we have M is totally geodesic, which completes the proof. 
3.2. Semi Invariant Submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
Manifold. 
Let M a be semi-invariant submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold M. 
Lemma 3.2.1 [31]. For W, Z e D^, we have 
ANZW = ANWZ. 
Proof. Noticing that for a tangent vector field X, 
g{{VxT)Z, W)) = g{VxTZ, W) - g{TVxZ, W) = 0 
Using (3.1.5) we have 
0 = g{i\/xT)Z,W) 
= giANzX - v{Z)TX - g{X, 4>Z)C + th{{X, Z), W) 
or 
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0 = g{Aj,zX,W)-g{h{X,Z),NW) 
= 9{ANzW,X)-g[ANwZ,X) 
= g{Ar4zW-ANw,X) 
By non-degeneracy of g, we get 
ANZW = ANWX, for W, Z eD^. 
Proposition 3.2.1 Let M be a semi invariant submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
manifold, then vertical distribution is completely integrable and its maximal 
integral submanifold is an anti-invariant submanifold. 
Proof. For Z,W e D^, we have 
(p[Z,W] = T[Z,W]+N[Z,W] 
= T{VzW-VwZ) + N[Z,W] 
= T^zW-TVwZ + N[Z,W] 
= -{VzT)W-{VwT)Z + N[Z,W\. 
On using (3.1.5), we get 
0[Z, W] = -ANZW + ANWZ + r]{W)TZ - T]{Z)TW + g{Z, (f)W)^ 
-g{W, (j)Z)i - th{Z, W) + th{W, Z) + N[Z, W] 
Now using Lemma (3.2.1), we have 
(t)[Z,W] = N[Z,W]. 
Since M is semi-invariant submanifold. 
Therefore, we have [Z, W\^ D^. 
Which shows that D is completely integrable and M is anti-invariant. 
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Proposition 3.2.2. Let M be a semi invariant submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
manifold, then liorizontal distribution is completely integrable if and only if 
(3.2.1) h{X,TY) = h{Y,TX), ioi all X,YeD. 
Proof. For X, Y e D,we have 
0[X,y] = T[X,Y] + N[X,Y] 
= T[X, Y] + {'^YN)X - {VxN)Y. 
On using (3.1.6). the above equation takes the form : 
4>[X, Y] = T[X, Y] + h{X, Y) + fhiX, Y) - hiY, TX) - fh{Y, X) 
(3.2.2) =T[X,Y] + h{X,TY)-h{Y,TX). 
If D is integrable, then [X, Y] G D. 
=^  (p[X, Y] e TM. 
It is straight forward to observe that right hand of (3.2.2) belong to TM if 
/i(X,TY) = h{Y,TX), for all X,Y e D. 
Conversely, suppose that 
h{X,TY) = hiY,TX), for all X,Y e D. 
from (3.2.2), we have 
<P[X,Y] = T[X,Y]. 
Since T[X, Y] G TM, therefore (/>[X, Y] G TM. 
=» D is completely integrable. 
Proposition 3.2.3. Let M be a semi invariant submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
manifold. If D is ^-horizontal, then D is completely integrable if and only if 
g{h{X, TY), NZ) = gihiTX, Y),NZ). for all X, Y e D and Z e D^ 
Proof. {VxT)Z can be write as 
-TVxZ = {VxT)Z. 
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Using (3.1.5), we obtain 
-TVxZ = ANZX - v{Z)TX - g{X, (})Z)i + th[X, Z) 
^ANzX + thiX,Z). 
Taking product in above equation with TY, we get 
-giTVxZ, TY) = giANzX, TY) + g{th{X, Z), TY) 
On taking account of (1.4.12) and (1.4.13) in the above equation, we get 
g{T'VxZ. Y) = g{Ar,zX,TY) + g{h{X, Z),TY) 
(3.2.3) =g{AMzX,TY). 
However the left hand side can be simphfied as 
g{T''VxZ, Y) = g{-VxZ - tNVxZ + vi'^xZ)^ Y) 
(3.2.4) = g{VxY, Z) + rj{VxZ)g{i, Y) 
Now, 
r/(VxZ) = p(e, VxZ) = -g{Z, VxO = -g{Z, X - n{X)i) = 0. 
Thus equation (3.2.4) becomes 
(3.2.5) g{T'^xZ,Y)^g{Vxy,Z). 
Now from (3.2.3) and (3.2.5), we get 
(3.2.6) g{VxY, Z) = p(/i(X, TY), NZ) 
On interchanging X and Y, we get 
(3.2.7) g(VyX, Z) = g(/i(y, TX), iVZ). 
On subtracting (3.2.7) from (3.2.6), we have 
(3.2.8) g{[X, YIZ)= g{h{X, TY) - h{Y, TX),NZ). 
The assertion follows from the above equation. 
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Proposition 3.2.4. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of Kenmotsu 
manifold. Then a leaf M^ of D^ is totally geodesic in M if and only if 
(3.2.9) g{h{D^,D),(l>D^) = Q 
Proof. Equation (3.1.5) can be written as 
VxTY - TVxY = ANYX - n{Y)TX - g{X, cpV)^ + th{X, Y). 
Putting X = W e D^ and Y = Z e D^ in the above equation, we have 
VwTZ - TVwZ = ANZW - r]{Z)TW - g{W, (f)Z)^ + th{W, Z). 
Therefore, 
-TVwZ = ANZW + ih{Z, W), for all W, Z eD^. 
Taking a product with Y £ D in the above equation, we have 
-g{TVwZ,Y) = g{Ar,zW,Y) + g{th{W,Z),Y) 
= g{h{W,y),NZ) + g{cPh{W,Z),Y) - g{fh{W,Z),Y). 
Using identity (1.4.13) we have 
g{VwZ,TY) = g{h{W,Y),NZ)~gihiW,Z),<pY) 
= gih{W,Y),NZ). 
Now, if a leaf M-^  of D-^ is totally geodesic in M, then VwZ G D^, for all 
Z,W e D^. 
therefore we have 
g{VwZ,TY) = 0 
from which we get, 
g{h{W,Y),NZ) = 0. 
This can also be written as 
gih{W, Y), (j)Z) = 0 for all W, Z G D^ and Y G D. 
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which symboHcally is written as : 
g{hiD'-,D),(l>D^) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose that the equation (3.2.9) is satisfied. Then we have 
g{V,vZ,TY) = 0. 
3.3. Semi-Invariant Product of Kenmotsu Manifold 
Proposit ion 3.3.1. Let M be ^-horizontal semi invariant submanifold of a 
Kenmotsu manifold, then the following are equivalent: 
(3.3.1) M is semi-invariant product. 
(3.3.2) A^r)^(PD = {0} (or A^zTX = 0, ^ Z e D^, X e D) 
Proof. Assuming that (3.3.2) holds, and making an inner product of (3.3.2) 
with a tangent vector S, we have 
g{ANzTX, S) = g{h{TX, S), NZ) = 0. 
Replacing TX by X, we have 
(3.3.3) g{h{X,S),NZ) = 0, 
which shows that M-*- is totally geodesic in M by the virtue of Proposition 
3.2.4. Similarly by putting S = cpY {Y G D) in the above equation, we have 
g{h{XJY),NZ) = 0. 
Thus (3.2.3) holds and consequently D is integrable. Let M^ be a leaf of D, 
then we have 
g{Z,Vy<j>X) = -g{VyZ,cj>X) 
= g{4NYZ,X) 
= g{TVyZ,X) 
= -g[{VyT)Z,X) 
= -g{AMzY,X)+g{th{Y,Z),X) 
= -g{h{X,Y),NZ). 
= 0 
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which shows that Mr is totally geodesic in M. Further M^ are totally 
geodesic in M. The hypothesis, we conclude that M is semi-invariant prod-
uct. Conversely, assuming that M is semi-invariant product, then we have 
VsX e D for all X 6 D and VgZ e D^ for all Z eD^. 
Now, from (3.1.5) we have 
TVsZ = ANzS + th{S,Z). 
Operating T on both sides, we have 
T^WsZ = TANZS + Tth{S, Z). 
Therefore, 
-VsZ + tNVsZ + viysZ)i = TANZS. 
From above equation we have 
Therefore, 
VsZ = -TANZS + tNVsZ. 
0 = g{Z,VsX) 
= -g{X,VsZ) 
= giX^TA^zS) 
= -g{h{S,TX),NZ) 
= -g{Ar,zTX,S), 
from which we have A^D±(J)D = {0}, which completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.3.1 [31]. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
manifold. Then for X € D and S tangent to M, we have 
(3.3.4) g{h{<t>X, 5), iV) - -gihiX, 5), 4>N), 
where N e u and T-^M = 0£)-^ ® u. 
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Proof. Using Gauss formula, we have 
gihi<f,X,S),N) = g{Vs<pX,N) 
= g{{Vs<P)X,N)+g{4>VsX,N) 
= g{-gi<PX, 5)e - viX)cpS, N) + ^ (^V^X, N) 
= -g{^X, S)gi^, N) - r,{X)g{4>S, N) + g(<^VsX, N) 
= gi4>VsX + <l)h{X,S),N) 
= 9{cphiX,S),N) 
= -g{h{X,S),(l>N). 
which is (3.3.4). 
Proposition 3.3.2. Let M be semi-invariant product of a Kenmotsu man-
ifold, then for unit vector X E D and Z G D-^ with ijlX) = 0, we have 
(3.3.5) giR{X,<pX)Z,<pZ) = -2\\h{X,Z)f. 
Proof. Using (3.3.3) and noticing that M^ is totally geodesic in M, we have 
g{h{Vxcl>X,Z),<f>Z) = g{h{V^xX,Z)AZ) 
= g{h{<pX,VxZ),4>Z) 
= g{h{X,^^xZ),<t>Z) 
- 0. 
Then, by the equation of (1.3.9) of Codazzi, we have 
= g(X'^xh){<t>X, Z), (j^Z) - g{iV^xh{X, Z)AZ) 
= giyj,h{(t>X, Z) - /z(Vx<^X, Z) - hi4>X, WxZ), <j>Z) 
~g{VJ,h{X, Z) - h{V^x, Z) - h{X, V^xZ), 4>Z) 
= p(Vj^/i(0X, Z), (/.Z) - g{Vyi{X, Z), 4>Z). 
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Now, using Weingarten formula, we have 
g{R{X,4>X)Z,<i)Z) = -g{h{ct>X,Z)y^4>Z)+9{h{X,Z),Vl^^Z) 
= -g{h{(j,X, Z), \Ix4>Z) + g{KX, Z), V^x<J>Z) 
= -g{h{^X,Z),iVx(f>)Z + (/>VxZ) 
+g{h{X, Z\ {V^x<t>)Z + cf^V^xZ) 
= -gih{<j>X,Z),<t>VxZ + <ph{X,Z)) 
+g{h{X, Z), (t>V„xZ + <Ph{cpX, Z)) 
= -g{h{4>X, Z), (f>VxZ) - g{h{X, Z),cph{X, Z)) 
+g{h{X, Z), c{>V,xZ) + g{h{X, Z)Jh{(j)X, Z)) 
= -g{h{<pX, Z), # ( X , Z)) + g{h{X, Z),<phi(f)X, Z)) 
= g{h{X, Z), fh{X, Z)) + p((/)2/i(X, Z), h(X, Z)) 
= 2g{h{X,Z),ct>'h{X,Z)) 
= -2g{h{X,Z),h{X,Z)) 
= -2\\h{X,Z)f. 
Now if the ambient space is a Kenmotsu space form c, we have from 
(1.2.19), 
AR{X,Y)Z = {c-3){g{Y,Z)X-g{X,Z)Y}+{c+l){r]{XMZ)Y-v{Y)v{Z)X 
+viy)g{X, Z)^-r]{X)g{Y, Z)(+g{X, <pZ)<pY-giY, <pZ)4>X+2giX, <t>Y)<^Z} 
where Z is a vector field in M. 
Replacing Y to (pX, we have 
m{X, Y)Z = -2(c + l)g{X, X)(f)Z. 
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Making an inner product in above equation with (j)Z, we have 
g{R{X,<t>X)ZAZ) = -\{c+l)- (3.3.6) 
Theorem 3.3.1 [31]. There does not exist a proper semi-invariant product 
in Kenmotsu space form c < - 1 . 
Proof. From (3.3.5) and (3.3.6), we have 
-2\\h{X,Z)r = -\{c+l) 
and therefore, 
||M^,^)ll' = (^c + i) 
Now, if c < —1, then right hand side of above equation becomes negative 
and this is not possible. 
Hence, there does not exist a proper semi-invariant product in a Kenmotsu 
space form c < — 1. 
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CHAPTER 4 
GENERIC WARPED PRODUCT SUBMANIFOLDS 
OF KENMOTSU MANIFOLD 
The studies on warped product manifolds with extrinsic geometric point of 
view are intensified after B.Y.Chen's work on CR submanifolds as warped 
product manifolds in a Kaehler manifold [19]. Later on similar studies are 
carried out in the setting of Sasakian manifolds by Hesegawa and Mihai [25]. 
As Kenmotsu manifolds are themselves warped product spaces, it is inter-
esting to investigate warped product submanifolds of Kenmotsu manifolds. 
In the present chapter a larger class of warped product submanifolds than 
the class of contact Ci?-warped product submanifolds is considered (cf [27]). 
More precisely the existence of warped product submanifolds of Kenmotsu 
manifolds with one of the factors an invariant submanifold is ensured and 
some geometric properties of the existent submanifolds are investigated. 
4.1. Warped Product Submanifolds of 
Kenmotsu manifold 
Let D be a differentiable distribution on M. For any x G M and U G Dx^ if 
the vectors U and ^x are hnearly independent then the angle 9{U) G [0,7r/2] 
between cpU and Dx is well defined and is known as slant angle of U. If d{U) 
does not depend on the choice of a; G M and U E Dx, then D is said to be a 
slant distribution on M [34]. For ^ = 0 {resp.6 = 7r/2) the slant distribution 
D is known as (p- invariant (resp. 4)- anti-invariant) distribution. A subman-
ifold M of M is called a slant submanifold if the slant angle 0{U) is constant, 
which is independent of the choice of x G M and U G Tx{M)— <i>, where 
< ^ > is the 1-dimensional distribution spanned by the structure vector field 
e. 
The above definition includes both the cases, namely ^ tangential to M 
and normal to M. Nevertheless, A. Lotta [34] proved that if ^ is orthogonal 
to a submanifold M of an almost contact metric manifold, then M is 0-
anti-invariant 
With a view to generalize Ci?-submanifolds, N. Papaghiuc [43] intro-
duced the notion of semi-slant submanifolds of almost Hermitian manifolds 
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which later was extended a ^-invariant distributions D and a slant distribu-
tion D^ (with a slant angle 9) on M such that the tangent space TxM splits 
as 
for each x E M. Contact Ci?-submanifolds and slant sub manifolds are semi-
slant submanifolds with 6 = 7r/2 and D = {0} respectively. 
Slant submanifold studied in the setting of almost contact metric man-
ifolds by J.L. Cabrerizo et.al. [14]. A submanifold M tangential to the 
structure vector field ( in an almost contact metric manifold M is called a 
semi-slant submanifold if there More generally, M is called a contact generic 
submanifold of M if there exists on M, a differentiable 0—invariant distrib-
ution D (i.e., D : X -^ Dx such that (pD^ C Dx for each x G M). A contact 
generic submanifold is a semi-slant submanifold if the orthogonal comple-
mentary distribution Z)-"- of ZP on M is a slant distribution. In particular, 
if D^ is (f) anti-invariant, then the contact generic submanifold is a contact 
Ci?-submanifold. 
Thus, contact CR as well as semi-slant submanifolds are special Ccises of 
contact generic submanifold. 
B. Unal generalized the notion of warped product manifold to doubly 
warped product manifolds. He defined the notion as follows ; 
A doubly warped product metric g on Mi x M2 is given by 
9 = fhi + fl92 (4.1.1) 
where /i and /a are positive differentiable functions on Mi and M2 respec-
tively. The manifold Mi x M2 endowed with the above metric is called a 
doubly warped product manifold and is denoted by /jMi x /iM2. Thus, a 
doubly warped product manifold is a generalized version of a (single) warped 
product manifold. In this case the formula from Proposition 1.3.1 (ii) is 
generalized as 
V[/,[/2 = ([/2ln/2)t/i + {Ui\nfi)U2 (4.1.2) 
for each Ui in TMi and U2 in TM2 [48]. If either /^ = 1 or /s = 1, but not 
both, then we obtain a (single) warped product. If both / i = 1 and /2 = 1, 
then we have a product manifold. If neither /i nor /2 is constant, then we 
have a nan trivial doubly warped product. 
We now consider a doubly warped product of two Riemannian manifolds 
Ml and M2 embedded into a Kenmotsu manifold M and prove 
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Theorem 4.1.1 [27]. If M = f^Mi x f^M2 is a doubly warped product 
submanifold of a Kenmotsu mariifold M where Mi and M2 are any subman-
ifolds of M. Then /2 is constant if ( is tangent to Mi and / i is constant if 
{ is tangent to M^-
Proof When ^ is tangential to Mi then for any vector field U2 on M2, by 
(1.2.18), (1.3.2) and (4.1.2), we obtain 
(4.1.3) (Un / i - l)f/2 + (f/2ln/2)C = 0. 
As U2 and ^ are linearly independent, we get 
(4.1.4) ^ ln / i = l, and C/2ln/2 = 0. 
The second relation of (4.1.4) implies that /2 is constant on M2. 
Similarly for ^ in TM2 and Ui in TMi, we may obtain 
(4.1.5) ^ln/2 = l, and Uilnfi=0. 
Again the second relation of the above shows that / i is constant on Mi. This 
proves the theorem completely. D 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem, we may state 
Corollary 4.1.1. There does not exist non-trivial doubly warped product 
submanifold in Kenmotsu manifolds. 
However, from the first relations of (4.1.4) and (4.1.5), it follows that 
Kenmotsu manifolds do admit non trivial single warped product submani-
folds, which are simply being called as warped product submanifolds. 
Corollary 4.1.2. Let M be a Kenmotsu manifold and Mi, M2 be any 
submanifolds of M. Then there does not exist a non-trivial warped product 
submanifold M = Mi x /M2 of M such that ^ is tangential to M2. 
Thus, throughout we assume that the structure vector field ^ is tangen-
tial to the first factor Mi of a warped product submanifold Mi x fM2 of M. 
Let Ml be a 0—invariant submanifold and M2 an arbitrary submanifold 
of a Kenmotsu manifold M. Then, in view of Corollary 4.1.2,the possible 
non trivial generic submanifolds as warped products are Mi x -^Ms and 
M2 X fMi with ^ tangential to Mi and M2 respectively. In the sequel these 
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submanifolds are called contact generic warped product submanifolds. In par-
ticular,if M2 is (/)- anti-invariant then the contact generic warped products 
Ml X fM2 and M2 x fMi are known as contact CR-warped products and 
warped product contact CR-submanifolds respectively. 
The following theorem provides an explicit mechanism of obtaining a 
generic warped products in a Kenmotsu manifold. 
Theorem 4.1.2 [27]. Let M = Mi x /M2 be a generic warped product 
submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold M. Then at least one of the following 
statements is true 
(0 m = e\ 
(ii) M is a contact CR-warped product submanifold. 
Proof For any vector fields U, V in TM, by (3.1.5) 
(4.1.6) {VuT)V = AMVU + th{U, V) + g{TU, V)^ - rj{V)TU. 
Case (i): When Mj is (/>—invariant. Then for any vector fields Ui in TMi and 
f/2 in TM2, the left hand side of the above equation is written as (Vt/^T)^/! = 
Vu.TUi - TVu.Ui = (TUxlnf)U2 - (f/i/n/)r[/2.Further, as giJUi, Ui) = 0 
and NUi = 0, the right hand side of (4.1.6) becomes:i/i(f/i, U2) - v{Ui)TU2, 
and therefore equation (4.1.1) takes the form: 
(4.1.7)) {TUi In f)U2 - {Ui \nf)TU2 = th{Ui, U2) - v{Ui)TU2. 
On the other hand by formula (1.4.4) and Proposition 1.3.1 (ii), {VuiT)U2 
0 and therefore in this case the equation (4.1.6) is written as: 
(4.1.8) ANu,Ui+th{Ui,U2)^Q. 
Thus, we have 
(t/i \nf)TU2 - {TUi lnf)U2 = A^u.Ui + v{Ui)TU2. 
Taking product with TU2 in both sides of the last equation gives 
(4.1.9) 9{h{UuTU2),FU2) = {Ui\nf-r,iUi))\\TU2\\'. 
Now as i'Vu(l>)V = Vu(pV - <f)VuV, we have 
g(VTL/3</>f/2, f/l) = 9{{^TU,(I>)U2, Ui) + g{(iNTV,U2, Ui). 
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Making use of (1.2.17),(1.4.12) and the fact that ^ is tangential to Mi, the 
right hand side of the above equation is written as 
Taking account of (1.4.12),(1.3.2) and the fact that Mx is ^-invariant and 
ri{U) = giU,^), the above expression reduces to 
-\\TU2\\MUi) - 9{'^TU,U2,TUi), 
which can be written as 
~\\TU2\\MUi) + 9iiU2,VTu,TUi) 
As the second term of the above expression vanishes due to Propositionl.3.1 
and the fact that g{TU2, U2) = 0, we obtain 
(4.1.10) 9{VTUJU2,UI) = -vm\\TU2\\'. 
On the other hand decomposing 4>U2 into tangential and normal parts, we 
may write 
g{^Tu,<l>U2, Ui) = g{VTu,TU2, Ui) + g{VTU,NU2. Ui). 
Using Gauss-Weingarten formulae on the right hand side, the above equation 
takes the form 
^(VTc/,<^f/2, f/i) = p(Vrt/,rt/2, Ui) - g{AMu,TU2, Ui). 
As TU2 and Ui are orthogonal, on applying Proposition 1.3.1 and 1.3.4, the 
above equation yields 
(4.1.11) g{VTu,<I^U2,Ui) = {Ui\nf)\\TU2\\^ - g{h{Ui,TU2),NU2). 
From (4.1.10) and (4.1.11), we arrive at 
(4.1.12) g{h{UuTU2),FU2) = {v{Ui) - Uiln f)\\TU2\\'. 
Equations (4.1.9) and (4.1.12) imply that 
(4.1.13) (r?([/i)-f/:ln/)| |rt/2| |2 = 0. 
That means either 
f / i l n / = T^([/i), 
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or M is a contact Ci?-warped product submaiiifold. 
Case [a): When M2 is </)-invariant. Then by (4.1,6), 
{Vu,T)U^ = Apju,U2 + mhM - v{Ui)TU2, 
for each Ui in TMi and U2 in TM2. Making use of (1.4.4) and Proposition 
1.3.1 in the above equation and taking product with V2 G TM2, we get 
{TUi\nf)g{U2,V2) - {Uilnf)g{TU2,V2) 
(4.1.14) = g{hiU2, V2), FUi) - riU0g{TU2, V2). 
Interchanging U2 and V2 and subtracting the obtained equation from (4.1.14) 
gives 
{r,{Ui)-Uilnf)g{TU2,V2)^0. 
Therefore, in particular 
{ri{Ui)-U,lnf)\\rU2f = 0. 
Tliis means either 
(4.1.15) U,liif = viUi), 
or M2 ~ 0. Again we obtain that either (4.1.15) holds or the warped product 
is trivial. 
Noticing that 77(^ /2) = 0 = {72ln/ for each U2 G TM2, we deduce from 
equation (4.1.13) and (4.1.15) that 
(4.1.16) U\nf = r]{U), 
for each U in TM. The formula (4.1.16) can be viewed as an extension of 
the formula obtained in Theorem (4.1.1). It implies that [ / In / = 0 for each 
U in TM, perpendicular to (. Hence assuming that ^ = ^ , we find that 
f{t) = e*. This proves the theorem. 
Corollary 4.1,3. Let the structure vector field ^ = ^ . If / is not a function 
of t alone then the only generic warped product submanifold in Kenmotsu 
manifold is a Ci?-warped product. 
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Example 4.1.1. Let R2"+^ = C " X R be the (2n+ l)-dimensional Euclidean 
space endowed with the almost contact metric structure ((/>, ^ ,77,5) defined 
by 
4>{x\x\...,x^n,t) = (-a;"+\-a;"+2^... ,-x'",0), 
d 
i = e*—, Tj = e'dt and g = e '^ <, >, 
where (x^, x^,..., x'^n, t) are cartesian co-ordinates and <, > is the Euclidean 
metric on R^"+^ Then {(p,^,r]:9) is a trans Sasakian structure on R^ ""^ -^ . 
Let Mj be complex submanifold of C'', I < h < n, and Mx a Riemannian 
submanifold of C""''. Then it is easy to observe that My Xj M_i is a generic 
submanifold of (R^"'*"\ (/), (^ , 77, (7). In particular, consider the immersion 
x(u \ ^i^ ^i^ ^^ ^ i) = (u\ 0, ^ i^ 0, u^ Ou^ u ' ' - l,t) 
of a 5-dimensional manifold M into {W\(f),^,rj,g). Then it is easy to check 
that the vector 
__ d ^d _ d _ d jd 
dx^ dt' dx^' dx^ dt 
form an orthonormal frame on TM. If we define the distributions : Di = 
span{ei, 62, 63} and D2 = spaTi{es,e4} on M, then it is easy to check that 
M ~ Mj X / M l is a generic warped product submanifold of R^ with Mj 
and M_i being the leaves of the distribution of Di and D2 respectively and 
f{t) = e' is the warping function. 
However, if we define the immersion x as 
x{u\u^,u^,u\t) = ('u^O,u^O,^i^O,0,w^i) 
and choose a frame {ci, 62,63,64,65} of orthogonal vector fields on M as 
Cl 
d ,d _ d _ d ^d 
dx^' ^'^ dx^ dt 
d 
^  = 1=^ ' 
then Di and D2 as defined above are respectively 0-invariant and 0-anti-
invariant distributions on M, giving a Ci?-warped product submanifold Mj Xgt 
Mj_ of M, where My and Mx denotes the leaves of Di and D2 respectively. 
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4.2. Characterization for a Contact Ci?-Warped 
Product Submanifolds. 
Theorem 4.2.1 [27]. Let M be a contact Ci?-submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
manifold M with non-trivial distributions D and D^. Then M is locally a 
semi-invariant warped product submanifold if and only if 
(4.2.1) A^zX = -{(l)X^)Z, XeD®^, ZeD^ 
for some function /j. on M satisfying Wfi — 0 for each W e D^. 
Proof. Let Mj and M± be respectively ^invariant and (/>-anti-invariant 
submanifold of a Kenmotsu manifold M such that M — Mj x M_L is a 
semi-invariant warped product submanifold of M, then 
g{A^zX,W) = -g{Vx^Z,W) 
= g{<pZ,VxW) 
^g{ci)ZSwX) 
= g{Z,{Vw4>)X)-g{Z,Vw(t>X)-
Taking account of (L2.17), Proposition L3.1 and the fact that ^ is tangential 
to Mj, the above equation yields 
g{A^zX,W) = -{<t>Xlnf)g{Z,W). 
Further, it follows from (4.1.3) that g{h{X,Y),NZ) = 0 for each X,Y e 
TMj and Z G TM±. Taking account of this observation in the last relation, 
we obtain (4.2.1). 
Conversely, suppose that M is contact Ci?-submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
manifold M with non-trivial distribution D and D-*- satisfying (4.2.1), then 
for any X,Y e D®^, 
g{h{X,Y),<pZ) = giA^zX,Y)^0 
^g{Vx<f^Y,Z)^0 or g{VxY,Z) = 0. 
this means Z) © ^ is integrable and its leaves are totally geodesic in M. So 
for as 0-anti-invariant distribution D-^ is concerned, it is involutive on M (cf 
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[12]). Let Mj_ be a leaf of D-^ and h° be the second fundamental form of M± 
into M. Then for any Z,W E D-^,we have 
g{h\Z,W),ci>X)^g{VzW,4>X) 
= g{VzW,<pX) 
= -g{<t>VzW,X) 
= g{iWzcf>)W,X)-g{Vz<pW,X). 
The first term in the right hand side of the equation is zero by formula 
(1.2.17). The second term, on applying the Weingarten formula reduces to 
g{^0wZ,X). Therefore on using (4.2.1), the above equation yields 
g{h\Z, W), cPX) = -{X4>li)g{Z, W), 
the above equation, on using (1.2.2) is written as 
g{h\Z,W) + g{Z,W)V^i,(|>X) = 0, 
where V/i is the gradient of fi. Now, as /i°(Z, W) lies in TMj and by hy-
pothesis Wn = 0 for each W e D^. We obtain from the last relation that 
h%Z,W) = ~g{Z,W)Vi,. 
The above relation shows that the leaves of D-^ are totally umbilical in M 
with mean curvature vector V/i. Moreover, the condition Wfx = 0 for all 
W 6 D^ implies that the leaves of D-^ are extrinsic sphere in M. Hence, by 
virtue of a result which stated as : 
"Let F be a vector subbundle in the tangent bundle of a Riemannian 
manifold M and let F-^ be its normal bundle. Assume that the two distri-
bution are both involutive and the integral manifolds of F (resp. F-^) are 
totally geodesic (resp. extrinsic sphere). Then M is locally isometric to a 
warped product Mr Xf M±, where Mj and Mx are the leaves of F and F-^ 
respectively." 
We get that M is locally a contact Ci?-warped product submanifold MT>^et 
Mx- This proves the theorem completely. 
Example 4.2.1. Consider the complex space C^ with the usual Kaehler 
structure and the real global coordinates {x^,y^, ...x'^, y'^). Let M = E x j C^ 
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with warping function / ' = e*, t being the global coordinates on E. Then M 
is Kenmotsu manifold. Consider the distributions 
s 9 d d d . d d d 
Let Mj and Mx be the leaves of D and Dx respectively and 
i=l 
and 
4 
a=3 
be Riemannian metrics on M-j and M_L, respectively. Then, M = Mx XfMr 
is a warped contact Ci?-submanifold of M. The warping function is given 
by f = eK 
The above example can also be generalized replacing C* by C" and modifying 
the distributions D and D^. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SOME INEQUALITIES FOR THE SECOND 
FUNDAMENTAL FORM 
5.1. A Geometric Inequality for Contact Ci?-Warped 
Product in Sasakian Manifold 
While investigating the geometry of (7/2-warped product submanifolds of a 
Kaehler manifold, B. Y. Chen [19] obtained a sharp inequahty for the squared 
norm of the second fundamental form. A similar estimate is worked out by 
I. Hasegawa and I. Mihai [25] for semi-invariant warped product submani-
folds of Sasakian manifolds and by Kadri Arsalan et. al [2] in the setting of 
Kenmotsu manifolds. The later studies are discussed in the present chapter. 
Theorem 5.1.1 [25]. Let M be a (2m-f l)-dimensional Sasakian manifold 
and M = M-\ Xj M± an n-dimensional warped product submanifold, such 
that Mj is {2p+ l)-dimensional invariant submanifold tangent to ^ and M± 
a g-dimensional C-totally real submanifold of M. Then 
(i) The squared norm of the second fundamental form of M satisfies 
(5.1.1) \\h\\'>2q{\\Vlnf\\' + l) 
where Vlnf is the gradient of Inf. 
(ii) If the equality sign of (5.1.1) holds identically, then Mj is a totally 
geodesic submanifold and M_L is a totally umbilical submanifold of M. More-
over, M is a minimal submanifold of M. 
Proof. Let M = Mj Xj Mx_ be warped product submanifold of Sasakian 
manifold M where My is a (2p + l)-dimensional invariant submanifold tan-
gent to ( and Ml is g-diinensional C-totally real submanifold of M. 
For any unit vector fields X tangent to My and Z, W tangent to M± 
respectively, we have 
g{h{(i^X,Z\cj>W) = giy z(t>XAW) 
= p((Vz0)X, <i>W) + 9(0VzX, 4>W) 
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The first term in the right hand side is zero by virtue of (1.2.14). Thus, the 
equation reduces to 
g{h{ct>X, Z), (j^W) = g{(l>VzX, cpW) 
= g{S/zX,W) 
= g{VzX,W) 
(5.1.2) =Xlnfg{Z,W) 
Let {Xi,X2,...,Xp,Xp+i = (j)Xi,....,X2p — (l)Xp,X2p+i = ^,Zi,Z2, ...Zq} 
be a local orthonormal frame on M such that Xi, X2, ..X2p, ^ are tangent to 
MT and Zi, Z2, •••, Zg are tangent to M±. 
Now, we compute 
2p+l 2p+l q 
= Y, 9ih{Xi, Xj), h{Xi, Xj)) + J2J2 9{h{Xi, Zr), h{Xi, Z,)) 
+ J29ih{Zr,Z,),h{Zr,Zs)). 
r,s=l 
From which we have 
2p+l q 
(5.1.3) \\h\\' >Y,J29(HXr,Zr),hiXi,Zr)) 
1=1 r = l 
The (?!)Z)-^ -cornponent of h{Xi,Zr) for each i = l, . . ,2p,r = l,..,q can be 
written as 
Q 
(5 .1 .4 ) / l ^ o ^ ( X i , Zr) = Y , h^Xi, Zr)4>Zs. 
s=l 
Taking account of (5.1.4) in (5.1.3), we have 
2p q q q 
^ E E 9(HY1 '^ '(^ ^ ^ -)'^ ^^ ' E ^^ '(^ i' ^ '•)'^ ^^  |2 
i = l r = l s=l s = l 
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(5.1.5) +f:gih{Zr,0,h{Zr,0)-
r = l 
Where h'{Xi, Z,.) = g{h{Xu Z,.), (t>Z,) and from (5.1.2), we have 
(5.1.6) h'{X„Zr) = -{{4>Xi)lnf)giZr,Z,). 
Takmg account of (5.1.5) and (5.1.6), we have 
2p q q 
> J 3 I I g{Y,{-'t>Xi)^^^f9{Zr, Zs)<pZs, Y,{-ci^Xi)lnfg{Zr, Zs)^Zs) |2 ^ 
+ Y,9{KZr,0MZr,0) 
r = l 
2p q q 
i=l r = l r= l 
On the other hand, since the ambient manifold M is Sasakian , it is easily 
seen that 
h{^,Zr) = <PZT. 
Therefore, we have 
2p q q 
\M' ^ 5mf/(</) .^,</.^ .)(</)Xi/n/)2 +J^p(</)Z,,</.Z,). 
2=1 r = l r=\ 
Since ||0Z,.||''^ = 1, we can conclude that 
2p 
>Y^q{i<PX,)lnf)' + 2q 2 ^ 
i = l 
= g{l|V/n/|p + l}. 
from which we have 
which completes the proof of (z). 
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Denote by h" the second fundamental form of the immersion of Mi in M. 
Then for any X G TM-x and Z, W € TM_L by Gauss formula and Proposition 
1.3.1, we have 
g{h"{Z,W),X)^g{VzW,X) 
= -g{WyzX) 
= -{Xlnf)g{Z,W), 
(5.1.7) =-giVlnf,X)g{Z,W) 
or equivalently 
(5.1.8) h"{Z,W) = -g{Z,W)Vilnf). 
This shows that M± is totally umbilical in M. If the equality sign of (5.1.1) 
holds identically, then we obtain 
(5.1.9) h{D,D) = 0, h{D^,D^) = 0, h{D,D^) G (()D^. 
The first condition of (5.1.9) implies that Mj is totally geodesic in M. On 
the other hand, one has 
g{h{X,cPY),(PZ)^g{Vx<pY,(l)Z) 
= g{VxY,Z) 
= 0. 
Thus Mj is totally geodesic in M. 
The second condition of (5.1.9) and (5.1.8) imply that M± is totally um-
bilit:al in M. Moreover, by (5.1.9), it follows that M is minimal submanifold 
of M. 
Corollary 5.1.1. Let M{c) be a (2m+l)-dimensional Sasakian space form of 
constant (?!)-sectional curvature c and M = Mj x / Mx an n-dimensional non-
trivial warped product submanifold, such that Mj is a (2p+ l)-dimensional 
invariant submanifold tangent to { and M± a g-dimensional C-totally real 
submanifold of M satisfying 
n 
12 2q{||V(/n/)|p + l}. 
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Then, we have 
(a) M-y is a totahy geodesic invariant submanifold of M{c). Hence, Mj is 
Sasakian space form of constant 0-sectional curvature c. 
(6) M_L is a totaUy umbihcal C-totally real submanifold of M{c). Hence 
AfX is a real space form of sectional curvature e > ^^^ . 
(c) If fj > 1, then the warping function / satisfies 
Proof. Statement (a) follows from Theorem 5.1.1. Also, we know that M_L 
is a totally umbilical submanifold of M{c). Denoting by 
(5.1.10) H^-V{lnf) 
We remark that the second fundamental form of Mx in M can be written as 
h"{Z,W) = giZ,W)H. 
As / G C°° on Mr and glMj = guj we notice that ||V/n/||2 e C°°{Mj). 
The curvature tensor of Sasakian space form M is given by 
Riy^ W)Z = ^-^{g{W, Z)V - g{V, Z)W) 
since r]\My vanishes and Mx_ is 0-anti-invariant (here V, W, Z are tangent to 
Mj_). Now, taking into account that 
(5.1.11) g{V, Z) = giV, Z) = fgM^iV, Z), for all V, Z tangent to Mj. 
we can write 
(5.1.12) R{V,W)Z=^-^f{g,,^{W,Z)V-gMAV,Z)W). 
On the other hand it can be easily proved 
R{V, W)Z = RMAV, W)Z + fiQMAZ, W)VvX - gM^y^ Z)VwX} 
+ f{9MAZ,W)h{V,X) - gMAy^Z)h{W,X)]. 
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But V,W e T{M^),X e T{M-r) so VyX = X{lnf)V and VwX = X{lnf)W. 
We also have 
X{lnf) = -\\X\\' 
from (5.1.11) we have that R{V,W)Z is tangent to M so one obtains 
R{V,W)Z = RM,{V,W)Z - f\\V{lnf)\\'{gMAZ,W)V 
(5.1.13) -gMAV,Z)W} 
and 
(5.1.14) gMAZ,W)h{V,X) = QMAV^ZMW^X), 
for all V, Z, W tangent to Mx- The relation (5.1.11) and (5.1.12) yield to 
R,,J(V,W)Z)f{^ + \\W{lnfm{gMAZ,W)V-gMAV,Z)W}. 
The coefTicient depends on the points of Mj so, it is a constant (with respect 
to M±). It follows that M± is of constant sectional curvature . Denoting it 
by e we have 
(5.1.15) e = f{'-±^ + \\Vlnm. 
Since / is not constant (and so V/n/ ^ 0) it follows that 
The statement (c) follows easily from (5.1.15). We know that Vlnf = jVf 
so, 
e = / ^ ^ + ||V/lp. 
Theorem 5.1.2 [37]. Let_M = Mj X/M^ be a contact Ci?-warped product 
of a Sasakian space form M '^""*"^ (c) and let dim Mj = 2p+l and dimM± = q. 
Then the second fundamental form of M satisfies the following inequality 
(5.1.16) ||/iip > 2q[\\Vlnf\\' - Vlnf + ^ p + 1]. 
Proof. We have 
2p+l q 
(5.1.17) IIMAi5-')|P = 5^J]||/i(X,-,Z„) 
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where {Xj}^^"^^ and {^a}a=i ^^^ orthonormal frames on My and Mj_, re-
spectively. On A/T we will consider a 0-adapted orthonormal frame, namely 
{ej,(/)ej,CVj=v We have to evaluate \\h{X,Z)\\'^ with X e D and Z € D^. 
The second fundamental form h{X,Y) is normal to M so, it splits in two 
orthogonal components 
(5.1.18) h{X,Z) = h^D4X,Z) + K{X,Z) 
where h^D^{X,Z) e 4>D^ and K{X,Z) e v. So 
(5.1.19) \UX,Z)\f = \\h^u^[X,Z)f ^\\K{X,Z)\f. 
If X = ^, we have h{i, Z) = NZ = 0Z. Hence 
(5.1.20) h^i,^{i,Z)^cj)Z, K{(,Z) = 0. 
Consider now X E TMj (such that X is independent with ^)and let's com-
pute the norm of 0Z?-^-component of h{X, Z). We have 
\\h^o4X,Z)\\^ = g{h^n4X,Z),K{X,Z)). 
By using relation (5.1.6), after computations (as in proof of Theorem 5.1.1), 
we obtain 
\\h^o-{X,Z)\\' = [icf>X){lnf)]'g{<pZ,h{X,Z)) 
= [{cl>X)ilnf)]'9{Z,Z). 
so 
(5.1.21) | iVx(e , - ,Z . ) |p = ((^e,•)(/n/))^ \\h^o-{<}>ej,Z^)\\' = {e^{lnf)f. 
On the other hand, we have 
(5.1.22) | |V/n/ |p = Y.{eM? + Y.Ue^){lnf)Y 
j= i i = i 
since ^(Inf) = 0, finally we can compute the norm \\h^jj±{D, D-^)\\'^. Thus 
j = l Q = l 
+ Y,\\h^D4C,Z^) 
a = l 
= Eii^MP + Eii'^ ^-ii'-
a=l a=l 
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Since l|(/)Za|p = 1 we can conclude that 
(5.1.23) h^n4D,D^) = g{l|V/n/l|2 + 1}. 
Lets compute the norm of the z^-component of h{X, Z). We have 
\\KiX,Z)\\' = g{h.{X,Z),h{X,Z)) 
^g{Ah,{x,z)X,z). 
By using the fact that A^^X + A^(I)X = 0, W X e D and /i € u, we can write 
Ah^(x,z)X = A4,h,(x,z)4>X so, 
WKiX, Z)f^ g{(t>h{X, Z) - (t>h^D^{X, Z), h{(j)X, Z)). 
Since (i)h^DX {X, Z) belongs to D^ we obtain 
(5.1.24) | | /i ,(X,Z)|p = g(#(X,Z), /z(0X,Z)) , 
for all X e D - {< ^  >} , Z ^ D^. Consider the tensor field Hh-
Hn{X, Z) = g{{V^xh)iX, Z)-{yxh){<pX, Z), cpZ), X^D-<^>,ZeD^ 
Using the definition of V/i, developing the expression above we obtain six 
terms : 
Ti = gi'^ixHX, Z), cpz), T2 = -gih{V^xX, Z), cf>Z) 
r, = -g{h{X, V^xZ); m . 2\ = -g{VJ,h{<pX, Z), 0Z) 
T, = g{h{Vx{cpX), Z],<j>Z), n = 9{h{4>X, VxZ), <j>Z). 
We will write the expression of all these terms. In order to compute T2 we 
remark first that 
v{V,xX) = \\X\\' 
and after the computations we get 
(5.1.25) T2 = \\Z\\'{{cpV^xX){lnf) - \\X\\'}. 
Then, it is not difficult to show that 
n = [{<pXlnf)f\\Z\f and T, ^ {Xlnff\\Z\\\ 
As above, we write down firstly 
viVx(<t>X)) = -\\X\\\ It follows that 
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(5.1.26) n = -||Z|p{(0Vx(<^X))(/n/) + \\X\\'}. 
Wc direct our attention to the first and the fourth terms : 
T^^~giV^xh{X,Z),cpZ) = -{<pX){ct^X{lnfmZ\\'+\\X\\'-9{HX,Z),VM^Z)) 
n = gi-V^xKX, Z), 4>Z) = -X{{Xlnf)\\Z\\^) - gih{<pX, Z), Vx{4>Z)). 
We also have 
(0X)((</>X)(ln/)||Z|n = \\Z\\\[4>Xf{lnf) + 2UX){lnf)f} 
X{{Xlnf)\\Z\\'') = | |Z|p{x2(/n/) + 2{Xlnff} 
and 
-g{h{X, Z), V^x{<t>Z)) = -[(0X)(/n/)]2||Z||2 - g{4>KX, Z), h{<f>X, Z)) 
-g{h{4>X, Z), Vx(0Z)) = [XlnffWZf + g{cl>h{X, Z), h{4>X, Z)). 
We now sum Ti and T4; we obtain 
Ti + r 4 = -\\Z\\'{{(j>Xf{lnf) + X\lnf) + [{4>X){lnf)f 
+ [Xlnff} + 2g{h{4>X, Z), 4>h{X, Z)). 
If we sum the third and sixth terms we get 
T3 + Te = \\Z\\'{[icPX)(lnf)]' + {Xlnff}. 
In the same way we have 
T2 + T, = \\Z\\mcf>V^xX){lnf) - {<pVxi<pX)){lnf) - 2\\X\\^}. 
Consequently 
HH{X/Z) = \\Z\\\[^V4,xX){lnJ) - (0Vx(0X))(/n/) - {cpXf{lnf) 
(5.1.27) -X\lnfy2\\X\\^}+2g{h{ct>X,Z),(j)h{X,Z)). 
It is not difficult to prove 
(5.1.28) (0V^xX)(/n/) = ( V ^ x ( « ) ( / n / ) , 
(5.1.29) {(j)Vxm)){lnf) - ~{VxX){lnf). 
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Using (5.1.24) and (5.1.28) the expression of Hh{X,Z) becomes 
Hn{X,Z) = \\Z\\'{{VM<t>Xmnf) + {VxX){lnf) 
- ict>X)\lnf)-X\lnf)-2\\X\\'} 
(5.1.30) +2\\KiX,Z)\\^ 
It is time to work with the orthonormal frames. Thus 
H,,{ej, Z^) = {V^,^{4>e,mrif) + {Ve,ej){lnf) - {(l>ejf{lnf) 
(5.1.31) -e2( /n / ) -2 + 2||/i,(e,-,ZJ||2 
Hu{ct>ej, Z^) = (Ve,ey)(/n/) + (V^e,(0e,))(/n/) - e]{lnf) - {4>e,f{lnf) 
(5.1.32) -2 + 2||/z + i/(</»e,-,Z )^l|2. 
On the other hand we have 
s s 
V(/n/) = ^((Ve,,e,-)(/n/)-e,2(/n/)) + X^((V^e,(0e,-))(/n/)-(<^e,-)'(/n/)), 
since i{lnf) = 0. Taking the sum of (5.1.31) and (5.1.32), we get 
P I P Q 
(5.1.33) Y. E 2il^-(e.-' Za)\\' = Y.l^ ^"(^^•' ^") - '^^ ^^^Z) + 2pg-
j; = l Q = l j = l a = l 
p g P <7 
(5.1.34) 5;;^2| | / i ,( ,^e„Z„)|p = 25]5]^/,(<^e,-,Z,)-5V(Zn/)+2pg. 
j = l Q;=1 J = 1 a = l 
Above equation can be write as 
p <i 
2EE^II^^-(^^'^-)ll ' + il^-('^^^'^")ll'> = (^  + 3)M-25V(/n/). 
j = l Q = l 
Finally we conclude that h satisfies the inequality. 
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5.2. Geometric Inequality for Contact Ci?-Warped 
Product Submanifold in Kenmotsu Manifold. 
Theorem 5.2.1 [2]. Let M be a (2m + l)-diinensional Kenmotsu manifold 
and M = Mj X/Mj. an n-dimensional contact Ci?-warped product subman-
ifold, such that M T is a (2p + l)-dimensional invariant submanifold tangent 
to 4 and Mx. a g-dimensional anti-invariant submanifold of M. Then 
(i) The squared norm of the second fundamental form of M satisfies 
(5.2.1) | | / i | p > 2 g [ | | V ( / n / ) | p - l ] , 
where V{lnf) is the gradient of Inf. 
(ii) If the equality sign of (5.2.1) holds identically, then My is totally geo-
desic submanifold and Mx is a totally umbilical submanifold of M. 
Moreover, M is a minimal submanifold of M. 
Proof. Let M = Mr XyMx be a warped product submanifold of a Kenmotsu 
manifold M, such that My is an invariant submanifold tangent to ^ and M± 
an anti-invariant submanifold of M. For any vector fields X tangent to My 
and Z, W tangent to Mx respectively, we have 
g{h{<pX,Z),<}>W) = g{Vz<pX,<j)W) 
= g{<l>VzX,<pW) 
= giVzX,W) 
= g{VzX,W) 
= Xlnfg{Z,W) 
That is, we have 
(5.2.2) g{h{<pX, Z), (kW) = {Xlnf)g{Z, W). 
On the other hand, since the ambient manifold M is a Kenmotsu manifold, 
it is easily seen that 
(5.2.3) h{^,Z) = 0. 
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Obviously, Theorem 4.1.1 implies ({Inf) = 1 .""^5i*8^^E|^:S^2.2) and 
(5.2.3), the inequahty (5.2.1) follows immediately. 
Denote by h" the second fundamental form of Mj, in M. Then, we get 
g{h"iZ,W),X) = giVzW,X) 
= -{Xlnf)g{Z,W), 
or equivalently 
(5.2.4) h"{Z,W) = -g{Z,W)V{lnf). 
If the equality sign of (5.2.1) holds identically, then we obtain 
(5.2.5) h{D, D) = 0, h{D^, D^) = 0, h{D, D^) C (t>D^. 
The first condition (5.2.5) implies that Mj is totally geodesic in M. On the 
other hand, one has 
g{}i{XAY).<i>Z) = g{Vx<i>YAZ) 
= gi^xY. Z) 
= 0 
Thus MJ is totally geodesic in M. The second condition of (5.2.5) and (5.2.4) 
imply that Mj_ is totally umbilical in M. Moreover, by (5.2.5), it follows that 
M is minimal submanifold of Kd. 
In particular, if the ambient space is Kenmotsu space form, one has the 
following. 
Corollary 5.2.1. Let M{c) be (2m + l)-dimensional Kenmotsu space form 
of constant (/)-sectional curvature c and M = Mj Xf M± an n-dimensional 
non-trivial contact Ci?-warped product submanifold, satisfying 
- 9 [ | | V ( / n / ) | | ^ - l ] . 
Then, we have 
(a) MT is a totally geodesic invariant submanifold of M{c). Hence Mj is 
a Kenmotsu space form of constant 0-sectional curvature c. 
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[b) M± is a totally umbilical anti-invariant submanifold of M(c). Hence 
M± is a real space form of sectional curvature e > ^ . 
(c) If /3 > 1, then the warping function / satisfies \\Vf\\^ = {e-^}p. 
Proof. Statement (a) follows from Theorem 5.2.1. 
Also, we know that M± is a totally umbilical submanifold of M(c). Gauss 
equation implies that M^ is real space form of constant sectional ciu"vature 
£ > ^ . Moreover , by Proposition 1.3.1, we see that e = ^ if and only if 
the warping function / is constant. 
Let R" be the Riemannian curvature tensor of Mj_ . Then, we have 
RiZ,W)V = R"{Z,W)V = \\V{lnf)\\^[g{W,V)Z - g{Z,V)W], 
for any vectors Z, W, V tangent to Mj_. 
By applying Gauss equation , we obtain statement (c). 
Now we will improve the inequality (5.2.1) for contact Ci?-warped product 
submanifolds in Kenmotsu space forms. Equality case is also considered. 
Theorem 5.2.2 [2]. Let M be a (2m + l)-dimensional Kenmotsu space form 
and M — Mj Xf M_L an n-dimensional contact Ci?-warped product subman-
ifold, such that Mr is a (2p + l)-dimensional invariant submanifold tangent 
to ^ and M±_ a q-dimensional anti-invariant submanifold of M.Then 
(i) The squared norm of the second fundamental form of M satisfies 
(5.2.6) ||h|p > q[\\V{lnf)\f - V{lnf) - I] + pq{c + 1), 
where V is the Laplacian operator on Mj.. 
{ii) The equahty sign of (5.2.6) holds identically if and only if we have : 
(a) Mj is totally geodesic invariant submanifold of M{c). Hence, Mj is a 
Kenmotsu space form of constant 0 -sectional curvature c. 
(b) A/j_ is totally umbilical anti-invariant submanifold of M(c). Hence Mj 
is a real space form of sectional curvature e > ^ . 
Proof. Let M = My X/ Mi be a warped product submanifold of a (2m + 
l)-dimensional Kenmotsu space form M{c) such that My is an invariant 
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subiiianifold tangent to ^ and Mx an anti-invariant submanifold of M{c). 
We denote by i^ the normal subbundle orthogonal to (I)(TM_L). Obviously, we 
have 
For any vector fields X tangent to My and orthogonal to C, and Z tangent 
to Mj., equation (1.2.19) gives 
^(X,0X,Z,<^Z) = ^-^g{X,X)g{Z,Z). 
On the other hand, by using Codazzi equation, we have 
R{X, 4>X, Z, 0^) = -g(y^h{cj)X, Z) - h{Vx(pX, Z) - /i(0X, Vx^) , 4>Z) 
(5.2.7) \g{V\y,h{^X, Z) - /i(V^xX, Z) - /i(X, V^^Z), </.Z). 
By using the equation F^roposition 1.3.1 and structure equation of a Ken-
niotsu manifold, we get 
g{V],h{4^X, Z), (f>Z) = Xg{h{<t>X, Z\ m - 9iK(t^X, Z), VJ^cpZ) 
= Xg{VzX, Z) - g{h{4>X, Z), c^VxZ) 
= X{{Xlnf)g[Z, W)) - {Xlnf)g{h{(^X, Z), </)Z) 
-g[h{<jyX,Z)AK{X,Z)) 
= {XHnf)g{Z, Z) + {Xlnffg{Z, Z) - \\K{X, Z)\\\ 
where we denote by hu{X,Z) the z^-component of h{X,Z). Also, by (5.2.2) 
and Proposition 1.3.1, we obtain respectively 
g{h{\7xcPX,Z),cPZ) = (i^xX)lnf)g{Z,Z), 
g{h{(l>X, VxZ), 4>Z) = {Xlnf)g{h{(PX, Z), 0Z) 
= iXlnffgiZ,Z). 
Substituting the above relations in (5.2.7), we find 
R{X, 0X, Z, cpZ) = 2\\K{X, Z)|p - {XHnf)g{Z, Z) + ((VxX)ln/)^(Z, Z) 
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(5.2.8) -{{(PX')lnf)g{Z, Z) + [{y^xminf)g{Z, Z). 
Then the equation (5.2.8) becomes 
2\\K{X,ZW = P^g{X,X) + {XHnf) - i{VxX)lnf) 
(5.2.9) +ii(t>X)Hnf) - {{V^x4>X)lnf)]g{Z, Z). 
Let {XQ = ^,Xi, ...,Xp,Xp+i = (pXi, ....,X2p = 4)Xp,Zi,...,Zg} be a local 
orthonormal frame on M such that XQ..., X2p are tangent to M T and Zi, ...Zg 
are tangent to Mx- Therefore 
2p q 
(5.2.10) 2 ^ 5 ; ^ | | / i , ( X , - , Z , ) | P = p g ( c + l ) - 2 9 V ( / n / ) . 
Combining (5.2.1) and (5.2.10), we obtain the inequahty (5.2.6). The equality 
case can be solved similarly to the Corollary 5.2.1. 
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